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Abstract
Someday, perhaps soon, we will build a machine that will be able to perform
the functions of a human mind, a thinking machine. One of the many prob-
lems that must be faced in designing such a machine is the need to process
large amounts of information rapidly, more rapidly than is ever likely to
be possible with a conventional computer. This document describes a new
type of computing engine called a Connection Machine, which computes
through the interaction of many, say a million, simple identical process-
ing/memory cells. Because the processing takes place concurrently, the
machine can be much faster than a traditional computer.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 We Would Like to Make a Thinking Machine
Someday, perhaps soon, we will build a machine that will be able to perform the func-
tions of a human mind, a thinking machine. One of the many problems that must be
faced in designing such a machine is the need to process large amounts of information
rapidly, more rapidly than is ever likely to be possible with a conventional computer.
This document describes a new type of computing engine called a Connection Machine,
which computes through the interaction of many, say a million, simple identical pro-
cessing/memory cells. Because the processing takes place concurrently, the machine
can be much faster than a traditional computer.
Our Current Machines Are Too Slow
While the construction of an artificial intelligence is not yet within our reach, the
ways in which current computer architectures fall short of the task are already evident.
Consider a specific problem. Let us say that we are asked to describe, in a single
sentence, the picture shown in Figure 1.1. With almost no apparent difficulty a person
is able to say something like "It is a group of people and horses." This is easy for
us. We do it almost effortlessly. Yet for a modern digital computer it is an almost
impossible task. Given such an image, the computer would first have to process the
hundreds of thousands of points of visual information in the picture to find the lines, the
connected regions, the textures of the shadows. From these lines and regions it would
then construct some sort of three-dimensional model of the shapes of the objects and
their locations in space. Then it would have to match these objects against a library of
known forms to recognize the faces, the hands, the folds of the hills, etc. Even this is
not sufficient to make sense of the picture. Understanding the image requires a great
deal of commonsense knowledge about the world. For example, to recognize the simple
waving lines as hills, one needs to expect hills; to recognize the horses' tails, one needs
to expect a tail at the end of a horse.
Even if the machine had this information stored in its memory, it would probably
not find it without first considering and rejecting many other possibly relevant pieces
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Figure 1.1: The Watering Place, Pablo Picasso, 1905
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of information, such as that people often sit on chairs, that horses can wear saddles,
and that Picasso sometimes shows scenes from multiple perspectives. As it turns out,
these facts are all irrelevant for the interpretation of this particular image, but the
computer would have no a priori method of rejecting their relevance without considering
them. Once the objects of the picture are recognized, the computer would then have to
formulate a sentence which offered a concise description, This involves understanding
which details are interesting and relevant and choosing a relevant point of view. For
example, it would probably not be satisfactory to describe the picture as "Two hills,
partially obscured by lifeforms," even though this may be accurate.
We know just enough about each of these tasks that we might plausibly undertake
to program a computer to generate one-sentence descriptions of simple pictures, but the
process would be tedious and the resulting program would be extremely slow. What the
human mind does almost effortlessly would take the fastest existing computers many
days. These electronic giants that so outmatch us in adding columns of numbers are
equally outmatched by us in the processes of symbolic thought.
The Computer versus the Brain
So what's wrong with the computer? Part of the problem is that we do not yet fully
understand the algorithms of thinking. But, part of the problem is speed. One might
suspect that the reason the computer is slow is that its electronic components are
much slower than the biological components of the brain, but this is not the case.
A transistor can switch in a few nanoseconds, about a million times faster than the
millisecond switching time of a neuron. A more plausible argument is that the brain
has more neurons than the computer has transistors, but even this fails to explain the
disparity in speed. As near as we can tell, the human brain has about 1010 neurons,
each capable of switching no more than a thousand times a second. So the brain should
be capable of about 1013 switching events per second. A modern digital computer, by
contrast, may have as many as 109 transistors, each capable of switching as often as
1o9 times per second. So the total switching speed should be as high as 1018 events per
seconds, or 10,000 times greater than the brain. This argues the sheer computational
power of the computer should be much greater than that of the human. Yet we know
the reality to be just the reverse. Where did the calculation go wrong?
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1.2 Classical Computer Architecture Reflects Obsolete As-
sumptions
One reason that computers are slow is that their hardware is used extremely ineffi-
ciently. The actual number of events per second in a large computer today is less than
a tenth of one percent of the number calculated above. The reasons for the inefficiency
are partly technical but mostly historical. The basic forms of today's architectures
were developed tinder a very different set of technologies, when different assumptions
applied than are appropriate today. The machine described here, the Connection Ma-
chine, is an architecture that better fits today's technology and, we hope, better fits
the requirements of a thinking machine.
A modern large computer contains about one square meter of silicon. This square
meter contains approximately one billion transistors which make up the processor and
memory of the computer. The interesting point here is that both the processor and
memory are made of the same stuff. This was not always the case. When von Neumann
and his colleagues were designing the first computers, their processors were made of
relatively fast and expensive switching components such as vacuum tubes, whereas
the memories were made of relatively slow and inexpensive components such as delay
lines or storage tubes. The result was a two-part design which kept the expensive
vacuum tubes as busy as possible. This two-part design, with memory on one side
and processing on the other, we call the von Neumann architecture, and it is the way
that we build almost all computers today. This basic design has been so successful
that most computer designers have kept it even though the technological reason for the
memory/processor split no longer makes sense.
The Memory/Processor Split Leads to Inefficiency
In a large von Neumann computer almost none of its billion or so transistors are doing
any useful process'ng at any given instant. Almost all of the transistors are in the
memory section of the machine, and only a few of those memory locations are being
accessed at any given time. The two-part architecture keeps the silicon devoted to
processing wonderfully busy, but this is only two or three percent of the silicon area.
The other 97 percent sits idle. At a million dollars per square meter for processed,
packaged silicon, this is an expensive resource to waste. If we were to take another
measure of cost in the computer, kilometers of wire, the results would be much the
same: most of the hardware is in memory, so most of the hardware is doing nothing
most of the time.
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As we build larger computers the problem becomes even worse. It is relatively
straightforward to increase the size of memory in a machine, it is far from obvious how
to increase the size of the processor. The result is that as we build bigger machines
with more silicon, or equivalently, as we squeeze more transistors into each unit of area,
the machines have a larger ratio of memory to processing power and are consequently
even less efficient. This inefficiency remains no matter how fast we make the processor
because the length of the computation becomes dominated by the time required to move
data between processor and memory. This is called the "von Neumann bottleneck."
The bigger we build machines, the worse it gets.
1.3 Concurrency Offers a Solution
The obvious answer is to get rid of the von Neumann architecture and build a more
homogeneous computing machine where memory and processing are combined. It is
not difficult today to build a machine with hundreds of thousands or even millions
of tiny processing cells which has a raw computational power that is many orders of
magnitude greater than the fastest conventional machines. The problem lies in how to
couple the raw power with the applications of interest, how to program the hardware
to the job. How do we decompose our application into hundreds of thousands of parts
that can be executed concurrently? How do we coordinate the activities of a million
processing elements to accomplish a single task? The Connection Machine architecture
was designed as an answer to these questions.
Why do we even believe that it is possible to perform these calculations with such a
high degree of concurrency? There are two reasons. First, we have the existence proof
of the human brain, which manages to achieve the performance we are after with a
large number of apparently very slow switching components. Second, we have many
specific examples in which particular computations can be achieved with high degrees
of concurrency by arranging the processing elements to match the natural structure of
the data.
Image Processing: One Processor per Pixel
In image processing, for example, we know that it is possible to perform two-dimensional
filtering operations efficiently using a two-dimensionally connected grid of processing
elements. In this application it is most natural to store each point of the image in
its own processing cell. A one thousand by one thousand point image would use a
million processors. In this case, each step of the calculation can be performed lo-
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Figure 1.2: In a machine vision application, a separate processor /memory cell processes
each point in the image. Since the computation is two-dimensional the processors are
connected into a two-dimensional grid.
cally within a pixel's processor or through direct communication with the processors'
two-dimensionally connected neighbors. (See Figure 1.2.) A typical step of such a
computation involves calculating for each point the average value of the points in the
immediate neighborhood. Such averages can be computed simultaneously for all points
in the image. For instance, to compute the average of each point's four immediate
neighbors requires four concurrent processing steps during which each cell passes a
value to the right, left, below, and above. On each of these steps the cell also receives a
value from the opposite direction and adds it to its accumulated average. Four million
arithmetic operations are computed in the time normally required for four.
VLSI Simulation: One Processor per Transistor
The image processing example works out nicely because the structure of the problem
matches the communication structure of the cells. The application is two-dimensional,
the hardware is two-dimensional. In other applications the natural structure of the
problem is not nearly so regular and depends in detail on the data being operated
upon. An example of such an application outside the field of artificial intelligence
is the simulation of an integrated circuit with hundreds of thousands of transistors.
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Figure 1.3: In the VLSI simulation application a separate processor/memory cell is
used to simulate each transistor. The processors are connected in the pattern of the
circuit.
Such problems occur regularly in verifying the design of a very large scale integrated
circuit. Obviously, the calculation can '>e done concurrently since the transistors do it
concurrently, A hundred thousand transistors can be simulated by a hundred thousand
processors. To do this efficiently, the processors would have to be wired into the
same pattern as the transistors. (See Figure 1.3.) Each processor would simulate
a single transistor by communicating directly with processors simulating connected
transistors. When a voltage changes on the gate of a transistor the processor simulating
the transistor calculates the transistor's response and communicates the change to
processors simulating connected transistors. If many transistors are changing at once,
then many responses are calculated concurrently, just as in the actual circuit. The
natural connection pattern of the processors would depend on the exact connection
pattern of the circuit being simulated.
Semantic Networks: One Processor per Concept
The human brain, as far as we know, is not particularly good at simulating transistors.
But it does seem to be good at solving problems that require manipulating poorly struc-
tured data. These manipulations can be performed by processors that are connected
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into patterns that mimic patterns of the data. For example, many artificial intelligence
programs represent data in the form of semantic networks. A semantic network is a
labeled graph where each vertex represents a concept and each edge represents a re-
lationship between concepts. For example, Apple and Red would be represented by
nodes with a Color-of link connecting between them. (See Figure 1.4.) Much of the
knowledge that one might wish to extract from such a network is not represented ex-
plicitly by the links, but instead must be inferred by:searching for patterns that involve
multiple links. For example, if we know that My-Apple is an Apple, we may infer that
My-Apple is Red from the combination of the Is-a link between My-Apple and Apple
and the Color-of link between Apple and Red.
In a real-world database there are hundreds of thousands of concepts and millions
of links. The inference rules are far more complex than simple Is-a deductions. For
example, there are rules to handle exceptions, contradictions, and uncertainty. The
system needs to represent and manipulate information about parts and wholes, spatial
and temporal relationships, and causality. Such computations can become extremely
complicated. Answering a simple commonsense question from such a database, such as
"Will my apple fall if I drop it?" can take a serial computer many hours. Yet a human
answers questions such as this almost instantly, so we have good reason to believe that
it can be done concurrently.
This particular application, retrieving commonsense knowledge from a semantic
network, was one of the primary motivations for the design of the Connection Ma-
chine. There are semantic network-based knowledge representation languages, such as
NETL [Fahlman], which were specifically designed to allow the deductions necessary
for retrieval to be computed in parallel. In such a system each concept or assertion
can be represented by its own independent processing element. Since related concepts
must communicate in order to perform deductions, the corresponding processors must
be connected. In this case, the topology of the hardware depends on the information
stored in the network. So, for example, if Apple and Red are related, then there must
be a connection between the processor representing Apple and the processor repre-
senting Red so that deductions about Apples can be related to deductions about Red.
Given a collection of processors whose connection pattern matches the data stored in
the network, the retrieval operations can be performed quickly and in parallel.
There are many more examples of this sort. For each, extreme concurrency can be
achieved in the computation as long as the hardware is connected in such a way to match
the particular structure of the application. They could each be solved quickly on a
machine that provides a large number of processing memory elements whose connection
13
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Figure 1.4; In a semantic network one processor/memory cell is used to represent each
concept and the connections between the cells represent the relationships between the
concepts.
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pattern can be reconfigured to match the natural structure of the application.
1.4 Deducing the Requirements From an Algorithm
We will consider a specific concurrent algorithm in detail and use it to focus on the
architectural requirements for a parallel machine. Finding the shortest length path
between two vertices in a large graph will serve as the example. The algorithm is
appropriate because, besides being simple and useful, it is similar in character to the
many "spreading activation" computations in artificial intelligence. The problem to be
solved is this:
Given a graph with vertices V and edges E C V x V, with an arbitrary
pair of vertices a, b E V, find the length k of shortest sequence of connected
vertices a,v1 ,v 2 7 ,...b such that all the edges (a,vx),(vI,v2), ... (vk - 1, b) E E
are in the graph.
For concreteness, consider a graph with 10 vertices and an average of 102 randomly
connected edges per vertex. (For examples of where such graphs might arise, see
[Quillian], [Collins, Loftus], [Waltz]). In such a graph, almost any randomly chosen
pair of vertices will be connected by a path of not more than three edges.
The algorithm for finding the shortest path from vertex A to vertex B begins by
labeling every vertex with its distance from A. This is accomplished by labeling vertex
A with 0, labeling all vertices connected to A with 1, labeling all unlabeled vertices
connected to those vertices with 2, and so on. (See Figure 1.5.) The process terminates
as soon as vertex B is labeled, The label of B is then the length of the shortest
connecting path. Any path with monotonically decreasing labels originating from B
will lead to A in ths number of steps. A common optimization of this algorithm is to
propagate the labels from A and B simultaneously until they meet, but for the sake of
clarity we will stick to its simplest form.
Ideally we would be able to describe the algorithm to the computer something like
this:
Algorithm I: "Finding the length of shortest path from A to B"
1. Label all vertices with +joo.
2. Label vertex A with 0,
3. Label every vertex, except A, with 1 plus the minimum of its neighbor's labels
and itself. Repeat this step until the label of vertex B is finite.
15
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Figure 1.5: Algorithm I finds the length of the shortest path from vertex A to vertex
B by labeling each point with its distance from A.
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4. Terminate. The label of B is the answer.
We will use this path-length algorithm as an example to motivate the structure of
the Connection Machine.
Algorithms of this type are slow on a conventional computer. Assuming that each
step written above takes unit time, Algorithm I will terminate in time proportional to
the length of the connecting path. For the 10 4 vertex random graph mentioned above,
Step 3 will be repeated two or three times, so about six steps will be required to find
the path length. Unfortunately, the steps given above do not correspond well with the
kinds of steps that can be executed on a von Neumann machine. Direct translation of
the algorithm into Lisp gives this a very inefficient program. The program runs in time
proportional to the number of vertices, times the length of the path, times the average
degree of each vertex. For example, the graph mentioned above would require several
million executions of the inner loop. Finding a path in a test graph required about an
hour of CPU time on a VAX-11/750 computer.
Besides being slow, a serial program would implement the dissimilar operations with
similar constructs, resulting in a more obscure rendition of the original algorithm. For
example, in the algorithm, iteration is used only to specify multiple operations that
need to take place in time-sequential order, which is where the sequencing is critical
to the algorithm. In a serial program everything must take place in sequence. The
iteration would be used not only to do things that are rightfully sequential, but also to
operate all of the elements of a set and to find the minimum of a set of numbers.
A good programmer could, of course, change the algorithm to one that would run
faster. For example, it is not necessary to propagate labels from every labeled vertex,
but only from those that have just changed. There are also many well-studied opti-
mizations for particular types of graphs. We have become so accustomed to making
such modifications that we tend to make them without even noticing. Most program-
mers given the task of implementing Algorithm I probably would include several such
optimizations almost automatically. Of course, many "optimizations" would help for
some graphs and hurt for others. For instance, in a fully connected graph the extra
overhead of checking if a vertex had just changed would slow things down. Also, with
optimizations it becomes more difficult to understand what is going on. Optimization
trades speed for clarity and flexibility.
Instead of optimizing the algorithm to match the operation of the von Neumann
machine, we could make a machine to match the algorithm. Implementing Algorithm
I directly will lead us to the architecture of the Connection Machine.
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Requirement 1: Many Processors
To implement the path-length algorithm directly, we need concurrency. As Algorithm I
is described, there are steps when all the vertices change to a computed value simul-
taneously. To make these changes all at once, there must be a processing element
associated with each vertex. Since the graph can have an arbitrarily large number of
vertices, the machine needs an arbitrarily large number of processing elements. Un-
fortunately, while it is fine to demand infinite resources, any physical machine will be
only finite. What compromise should we be willing to make?
It would suffice to have a machine with enough processors to deal with most of the
problems that arise. How big a machine this is depends on the problems. It will be a
tradeoff between cost and functionality.
We are already accustomed to making this kind of tradeoff for the amount of memory
on a computer. Any real memory is finite, but it is practical to make the memory large
enough that our models of the machine can safely ignore the limitations. We should be
willing to accept similar limitations on the number of processors. Of course, as with
memory, there will always be applications where we have to face the fact of finiteness.
In a von Neumann machine we generally assume that the memory is large enough to
hold the data to be operated on plus a reasonable amount of working storage, say in
proportion to the size of the problem. For the shortest path problem we will make
similar assumptions about the availability of processors. This will -be the first design
requirement for the machine, that there are enough processing elements to be allocated
as needed, in proportion to the size of the problem.
A corollary of this requirement is that each processing element must be as small
and as simple as possible so that we can afford to have as many of them as we want.
In particular, it can only have a very small amount of memory. This is an important
design constraint, It will limit what we can expect to do within a single processing
element. It would not be reasonable to assume both "there are plenty of processors"
and "there is plenty of memory per processor." If the machine is to be built, it must use
roughly the same number of components as conventional machines. Modern production
technology gives us one "infinity" by allowing inexpensive replication of components.
It is not fair to ask for two.
Requirement II: Programmable Connections
In the path-length algorithm, the pattern of inter-element communication depends on
the structure of the graph. The machine must work for arbitrary graphs, so every
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processing element must have the potential of communicating with every other pro-
cessing element. The pattern of connections must be a part of the changeable state
of the machine. (In other problems we will actually want to change the connections
dynamically during the course of the computation, but this is not necessary for the
path-length calculation.)
From the standpoint of the software the connections must be programmable, but
the processors may have a fixed physical wiring scheme. Here again there is an analogy
with memory. In a conventional computer the storage elements for memory locations 4
and 5 are located in close physical proximity, whereas location 1000 may be physically
on the other side of the machine, but to the software they are all equally easy to access.
If the machine has virtual memory, location 1000 may be out on a disk and may require
much more time to access. From the software this is invisible. It is no more difficult
to move an item from location 4 to 1000 than it is from 4 to 5. We would like a
machine that hides the physical connectivity of the processors as thoroughly as the von
Neumann computer hides the physical locality of its memory. This is an important
part of molding the structure of our machine to the structure of the problem. It forms
the second requirement for the machine, that the processing elements are connected by
software.
This ability to configure the topology of the machine to match the topology of the
problem will turn out to be one of the most important features of the Connection
Machine. (That is why it is called a Connection Machine.) It is also the feature that
presents the greatest technical difficulties. To visualize how such a communications
network might work, imagine that each processing element is connected to its own
message router and that the message routers are arranged like the crosspoints of a grid,
each physically connected to its four immediate neighbors (Figure 1.6). Assume that
one processing element needs to communicate with another one that is, say, 2 up and
3 to the right. It passes a message to its router which contains the information to be
transmitted plus a label specifying that it is to be sent 2 up and 3 over. On the basis
of that label, the router sends the message to its neighbor on the right, modifying the
label to say "2 up and 2 over." That processor then forwards the message again, and
so on, until the label reads "0 up and 0 over." At that point the router receiving the
message delivers it to the connected processing element.
In practice, a grid is not really a very good way to connect the routers because
routers can be separated by as many as 2(g'n) intermediaries, It is desirable to use
much more complicated physical connection schemes with lots of short-cuts so that the
maximum distance between any two cells is very small. We also need to select the
19
Figure 1.6: A simple (but inefficient) communications network topology
routing algorithms carefully to avoid "traffic jams" when many messages are traveling
through the network at once. These problems are discussed in detail in Chapter 4.
The important thing here is that processing elements communicate by sending mes-
sages through routers. Only the routers need to worry about the physical connection
topology. As long as two processing elements know each other's address, they can
communicate as if they were physically connected. We say there is a virtual connection
between them, The virtual connection presents a consistent interface between proces-
sors. Since the implementation details are invisible, the software can remain the same
as technology changes, wires break, and hardware designers think of new tricks.
In the path-length algorithm, a vertex must communicate with all of its neighbors.
The fanout of the communication is equal to the number of neighbors of the vertex.
Since a vertex may have an arbitrary number of connected edges, the fanout of a
processing element must be unlimited. Similarly, a vertex may receive communication
from an arbitrarily large number of edges simultaneously. A processing element must
be able to send to and receive from an arbitrary number of others.
Does this mean that each processing element must be large enough to handle many
messages at once? Will it need arbitrary amounts of storage to remember all of its
connections? Providing large amounts of storage would contradict the need to keep the
processing elements small. Fortunately there is a better method: fanout trees.
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Trees Allow Arbitrary Fanout
The term "fanout tree" comes from electrical engineering. A related fanout problem
comes up electrically because it is impossible to measure a signal without disturbing it.
This sounds like a mere principle of physics, but every engineer knows its macroscopic
consequences. In standard digital electronics, for instance, no gate can directly drive
more than about ten others. If it is necessary to drive more than this then it can be
accomplished by a tree of buffers. One gate drives ten buffers, each of which drive ten
more, and so on, until the desired fanout is achieved. This is called a fanout tree.
There is a software equivalent to this in languages like Lisp, where large data struc-
tures are built out of small, fixed-sized components. The Lisp "cons cell" has room for
only two pointers. Sequences of arbitrary many elements are represented by stringing
together multiple cons cells. Lisp programmers use linear lists more often than trees,
because they are better suited for sequential access. Balanced trees are used when the
time to access an arbitrary element is important.
The use of trees to represent a network with fanout is illustrated in Figure 1.7. No-
tice that each node is connected to no more than three others. (Lisp gets away with two
because the connections are not bidirectional, so it does not store the "backpointers.")
Since a balanced tree with N leaves requires 2N - 1 nodes, the number of 3-connected
processing elements required to represent any graph is equal to twice the number of
edges minus the number of vertices. The tree structure "wastes" memory by storing
the internal structure of the tree, just as the Lisp list "wastes" a factor of two in storage
oy storing the links from one node to the next. But because each vertex of the graph is
represented by a tree of processing elements rather than by a single processing element,
there is storage and processing power at each vertex in proportion to the number of
connected edges. This solves the problem of how to handle multiple messages arriving
at once. Each processing element only needs to handle a maximum of three messages.
It also keeps the elements small since each needs only the addresses that correspond
to three virtual connections. There is a cost in time: a vertex must communicate data
through its internal tree before the data can be communicated out to the connected
vertices. This internal communication requires O(log V) message transmission steps,
where V is the degree of the vertex.
1.5 The Connection Machine Architecture
in the preceding sections we have identified two requirementz for a machine to solve
the path-length problem:
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Figure 1.7: Use of trees to represent a network with fanout (this is the representation
of the semantic network shown in Figure 1,4)
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* Requirement I: There are enough processing elements to be allocated as needed,
in proportion to the size of the problem.
* Requirement II: The processing elements can be connected by software.
The Connection Machine architecture follows directly from these two requirements.
It provides a very large number of tiny processor/memory cells, connected by a pro-
grammable communications network. Each cell is sufficiently small that it is incapable
of performing meaningful computation on its own. Instead multiple cells are connected
together into data-dependent patterns called active data structures which both repre-
sent and process the data. The activities of these active data structures are directed
from outside the Connection Machine by a conventional host computer. This host com-
puter stores data structures on the Connection Machine in much the same way that a
conventional machine would store them in a memory. Unlike a conventional memory,
though, the Connection Machines has no processor/memory bottleneck. The memory
cells themselves do the processing. More precisely, the computation takes place through
the coordinatea interaction of the cells in the data structure. Because thousands or
even millions of processing cells work on the problem simultaneously, the computation
proceeds much more rapidly than would be possible on a conventional machine.
A Connection Machine connects to a conventional computer much like a conven-
tional memory. Its internal state can be read and written a word at a time from the
conventional machine. It differs from a conventional memory in three respects. First,
associated with each cell of storage is a processing cell which can perform local com-
putations based on the information stored in that cell. Second, there exists a general
intercommunications network that can connect all the cells in an arbitrary pattern,
Third, there is a high-bandwidth input/output channel that can transfer data between
the Connection Machine and peripheral devices at a much higher rate than would be
possible through the host.
A connection is formed from one processing memory cell to another by storing a
pointer in the memory. These connections may be set up by the host, loaded through
the input/output channel, or determined dynamically by the Connection Machine itself.
In the prototype machine described in Chapter 4, there are 65,536 processor /memory
cells, each with 4,096 bits of memory. This is a small Connection Machine. The block
diagram of the Connection Machine with hosts, processoi /memory cells, communica-
tions network, and input/output is as shown in Figure 1.8.
The control of the individual processor/memory cells is orchestrated by the host
of the computer. For example, the host may ask each cell that is in a certain state
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Figure 1,8: Block diagram of the CM-1 prototype Connection Machine
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to add two of its memory locations locally and pass the resulting sum to a connected
cell through the communications network. Thus, a single command from the host may
result in tens of thousands of additions and a permutation of data that depends on the
pattern of connections. Each processor/memory cell is so small that it is essentially
incapable of computing or even storing any significant computation on its own. Instead,
computation takes places in the orchestrated interaction of thousands of cells through
the communications network.
1.6 Issues in Designing Parallel Machines
The remainder of the thesis is devoted primarily to the dual questions of how to use
the architecture to solve problems and how to implement the architecture in terms of
available technology. In other words, how do we program it, and how do we build it?
First we must establish that we are programming and building the right thing, Parallel
processing is inevitable. But what form will it take? So little is known about parallel
computation that informed intelligent architects will make very different decisions when
confronted with the same set of choices. This section will outline three of the most
important choices in designing any parallel machine:
* General versus fixed communication;
" Fine versus coarse granularity; and
* Multiple versus single instruction streams.
Although each issue may be characterized by the extreme schools of thought, each
offers a spectrum of choices, rather than a binary decision. Each choice is relatively
independent, so in principle there is a different type of computer architecture for each
combination of choices.
Fixed versus General Communication
Some portion of the computation in all parallel machines involves communication
among the individual processing elements. In some machines, such communication
is allowed in only a few specific patterns defined by the hardware. For example, the
processors may be arranged in a two-dimensional grid, with each processor cornnected
to its north, south, east, and west neighbors. A single operation on such a machine
could send a number from each processor to its northern neighbor, Proposed con-
nection patterns for such fixed-topology machines include rings, n-dimensional cubes,
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and binary trees. The alternative to a fixed topology is a general communications
network that permits any processor to communicate with any other. An extreme ex-
ample of an architecture with such a general communications scheme is the hypothetical
"para-computer," [Schwartz, 1980] in which every processor can simultaneously access
a common shared memory. In a para-computer, any two processors can communicate
by referencing the same memory location.
Depending on how a general communications network is implemented, some pairs of
processors may be able to communicate more quickly than others, since even in general
communications schemes the network has an underlying unchanging physical pattern
of wires and cables, which can be visible to the programmer in different degrees. At
the other extreme, a fixed-topology machine may be programmed to emulate a general
machine with varying difficulty and efficiency.
The primary advantage of fixed-topology machines is simplicity. For problems where
the hardwired pattern is well matched to the application, the fixed-topology machines
can be faster. Examples of such matches are the use of a two-dimensional grid pattern
for image processing, and a shuffle-exchange pattern for Fast Fourier Transforms. The
general communications machines have the potential of being fast and easier to program
for a wider range of problems, particularly those that have less structured patterns of
communication. Another potential advantage is that the connection pattern can change
dynamically to optimize for particular data sets, or to bypass faulty components.
Coarse-Grained versus Fine-Grained
In any parallel computer with multiple processing elements, there is a trade-off between
the number and the size of the processors. The conservative approach uses as few as
possible of the largest available processors. The conventional single processor von
Neumann machine is the extreme case of this. The opposite approach achieves as
much parallelism as possible by using a very large number of very small machines.
We can characterize machines with tens or hundreds of relatively large processors as
"coarse-grained" and machines with tens of thousands to millions of small processors
as "fine-grained." There are also many intermediate possibilities.
The fine-grained processors have the potential of being faster because of the larger
degree of parallelism. But more parallelism does not necessarily mean greater speed.
The individual processors in the small-grained design are necessarily less powerful, so
many small processors may be slower than one large one. For almost any application
there are at least some portions of the code that run most efficiently on a single pro-
cessor. For this reason, fine-grained architectures are usually designed to be used in
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conjunction with a conventional single-processor host computer.
Perhaps the most important issue here is one of programming style. Since serial
processor machines are coarse-grained, the technology for programming coarse-grained
machines is better understood. It is plausible to expect a Fortran compiler to optimize
code for, say, sixteen processing units, but not for sixteen thousand. On the other
hand, if the algorithm is written with parallel processing in mind from the start, it
may be that it divides naturally into the processors, of a fine-grained machines. For
example, in a vision application it may be most natural to specify a local algorithm to
be performed on each point in an image, so a 1000 x 1000 image would most naturally
fit onto a million processor machine.
Single versus Multiple Instruction Streams
A Multiple Instruction Multiple Data (MIMD) machine is a collection of connected
autonomous computers, each capable of executing its own program. Usually a MIMD
machine will also include mechanisms for synchronizing operations between processors
when desired. In a Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) machine, all processors
are controlled from a single instruction stream which is broadcast to all the processing
elements simultaneously, Each processor typically has the option of executing an in-
struction or ignoring it, depending on the processor's internal state. Thus, while every
processing element does not necessarily execute the same sequence of instructions, each
processor is presented with the same sequence. Processors not executing must "wait
out" while the active processors execute.
Although SIMD machines have only one instruction stream, they differ from MIMD
machines by no more that a multiplicative constant in speed. A SIMD machine can
simulate a MIMD machine in linear time by executing an interpreter which interprets
each processor's data as instructions. Similarly, a MIMD machine can simulate a SIMD.
Such a simulation of a MIMD machine with a SIMD machine (or vice versa) may or
may not be a desirable thing to do, but the possibility at least reduces the question
from one of philosophy to one of engineering: Since both types of machines can do the
same thing, which can do it faster or with less hardware?
The correct choice may depend on the application. For well-structured problems
with regular patterns of control, SLMD machines have the edge, because more of the
hardware is devoted to operations on the data, This is because the SIMD machine,
with only one instruction stream, car share most of its control hardware among all
processors. In applications where the control flow required of each processing element
is complex and data-dependent, MIMD architecture may have an advantage. The
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shared instruction stream can follow only one branch of the code at a time, so each
possible branch must be executed in sequence, while the uninterested processor is idle.
The result is that processors in a SIMD machine may sit idle much of the time.
The other issue in choosing between a SIMD and a MIMD architecture is one
of programmability. Here there are arguments on both sides. The SIMD machine
eliminates problems of synchronization. On the other hand, it does so by taking away
the possibility of operating asynchronousiy. Since either type of machine can efficiently
emulate the other, it may be derirable to choose one style for programming and the
other for hardware.
Gordon Bell [BellJ has characterized SIMD and MIMD machines as having differ-
ent characteristic "synchronization times" and has pointed out that different MIMD
machines have different characteristic times between processor synchronization steps
varying from every few instructions to entire tasks. There are also SIMD machines
that allow varying amounts of autonomy for the individual processing elements and/or
several instruction streams, so once again this issue presents a spectrum of possible
choices.
1.7 Comparison With Other Architectures
Different architectures make different choices with respect to the key decisions outlined
above. In this section, we contrast the Connection Machine architecture with some
other approaches to building very high performance computers. The most important
distinguishing feature of the Connection Machine is the combination of fine granularity
and general communication. The Connection Machine has a very large number of very
small processors. This provides a high degree of parallelism and helps solve resource-
allocation problems. Also, the communications network allows the connectivity of these
processors to be reconfigured to match a problem. This ability to "wire up" thousands
of programmable processing units is really the heart of the Connection Machine con-
cept. Below we summarize some of the approaches taken by other architectures. For
references to specific examples see the bibliographic notes at the end of the chapter.
Fast von Neumann Machines
There are a large number of ongoing efforts to push the performance of conventional
serial machines. These involve the use of faster switching devices, the use of larger
and more powerful instruction sets, the use of smaller and simpler instruction sets,
improvements in packaging, and tailoring the machines to specific applications. Even
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if the most exotic of these projects are completely successful, they will not come close
to meeting our performance requirements. When performing simple computations on
large amounts of data, von Neumann computers are limited by the bandwidth between
memory and processor. This is a fundamental flaw in the von Neumann design; it
cannot be eliminated by clever engineering.
Networks of Conventional Machines
Other researchers have proposed connecting dozens or even hundreds of conventional
computers by shared memory or a high bandwidth communications network. Several
of these architectures are good candidates for machines with orders of magnitude in
increased performance. Compared to the Connection Machine, these architectures have
a relatively small number of relatively large machines. These machines have a much
lower ratio of processing power to memory size, so they are fundamentally slower than
the Connection Machine on memory intensive operations.
Machines with Fixed Topologies
Much closer to the Connection Machine in the degree of potential parallelism are the
tessellated or recursive structures of many small machines. The most common topolo-
gies are the two-dimensional grid or torus. These machines have fixed interconnection
topologies, and their programs are written to take advantage of the topology. When the
structure of the problem matches the structure of the machine, these architectures can
exhibit the same or higher degree of concurrency as the Connection Machine, Unlike
the Connection Machine, their topologies cannot be reconfigured to match a particu-
lar problem. This is particularly important in problems such as logic simulation and
semantic network inference, for which the topology is highly irregular.
Database Processors
There have been several special-purpose architectures proposed for speeding up database
search operations. Like the Connection Machine, these database processors are de-
signed to perform data-intensive operations under control of a more conventional host
computer. Although these machines are designed to process a restricted class of queries
on larger databases, they have many implementation issues in common with the Con-
nection Machine. The study of these architectures has produced a significant body of
theory on the computational complexity of parallel database operations.
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Marker Propagation Machines
The Connection Machine architecture was originally developed to implement the marker-
propagation programs for retrieving data from semantic networks [Fahlman, 1979).
The Connection Machine is well suited for executing marker-type algorithms, but it
is considerably more flexible than special-purpose marker propagators. The Connec-
tion Machine has a computer at each node which can manipulate address pointers and
send arbitrary messages, It has the capability to build structures dynamically. These
features are important for applications other than marker-passing.
Cellular Automata and Systolic Arrays
A systolic array is a tessellated structure of synchronous cells that perform fixed se-
quences of computations with fixed patterns of communication. In the Connection
Machine, by contrast, both computations and the communications patterns are pro-
grammable. In the Connection Machine, uniformity is not critical. Some cells may
be defective or missing. Another structure, similar to the systolic array, are cellular
automata. In an abstract sense, the Connection Machine is a universal cellular au-
tomaton, with art additional mechanism added for non-local communication. In other
words, the Connection Machine hardware hides the details. This additional mechanism
makes a large difference in performance and ease of programming.
Content Addressable Memories
The Connection Machine may be used as a content addressable or associative memory,
but it is also able to perform non-local computations through the communications
network. The elements in content addressable memories are comparable in size to
connection memory cells, but they are not generally programmable. When used as a
content addressable memory, the Connection Machine processors allow more complex
matching procedures.
1.8 The Rest of the Story
The remainder of this document discusses in detail how to program and build Con-
nection Machines. Chapter 2 describes a programming language based on Lisp which
provides an idealized model of what a Connection Machine should do in the same sense
that a conventional programming language provides an idealized model of a conven-
tional machine. Chapter 3 discusses some of the issues that arise in implementing the
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architecture and hardware. Chapter 4 describes the details of an actual prototype.
Chapter 5 is a discussion of active data structures and ;D description of some of the
fundamental algorithms for the Connection Machine. Chapter 6, on storage allocation,
shows how these data structures can be built and transformed dynamically. It also
discusses the related issue of why a Connection Machine can work even when some of
its components do not. The final chapter, Chapter 7, is a philosophical discussion of
computer architecture and what the science of computation may look like in the future,
Most of the references to related works have been moved out of the text and into the
Bibliographic Notes at the end of each chapter. There is also an annotated bibliography
at the end of the document which gives for each reference some justification of why it
might be worth reading in this context.
1.9 Bibliographic Notes for Chapter 1
The quest to make a thinking machine is not new. The first reference of which I
am aware in the literature is in The Politic [Aristotle], where Aristotle speaks of au-
tonomous machines that can understand the needs of their masters as an alternative to
slavery. For centuries this remained only a dream, until the 1940's, when an increased
understanding of servo-mechanisms led to the establishment of the field of cybernetics
[Wiener, 1948], [Ashby, 1956). Cybernetic systems were largely analog. Soon after-
ward the development of digital computing machinery gave rise to comparisons with
the symbolic functions of the mind [Turing, 1950], [von Neumann, 1945], which led, in
the early 1960's, to the development of the field of artificial intelligence [Minsky, 1961),
[Newell, 1963]. For a very readable history of these developments see [Boden, 1977].
For insight to the motivation of the two-part von Neumann design (including some
amusing predictions of things like potential applications and memory sizes), I suggest
reading some of the original documents [Burks, 1946-1957), |Goldstein, 1948], [von
Neumann, 1945). For a good ,.ief introduction to semantic networks see [Woods, 1975).
For examples of specific semantic network representation schemes see (Brachman, 1978],
[Fahlman, 1979], [Hewitt, 1980], [Shapiro, 1976], [Szolovitz, 1977], and in particular for
semantic networks designed to be accessed by parallel algorithms see IQuillian, 1968],
[Fahlman, 1979], [Woods, 19781. For discussions of the semantics of semantic networks
see [Brachman, 1978], [Hendrix, 1975], [Woods, 1975]. There are many other knowledge
representation schemes in artificial intelligence that were designed with parallelism in
mind, for example, "connectionist" theories [Feldman, 1981], k-lines [Minsky, 1979],
word-expert parsing [Small, 1980), massively parallel parsing [Waltz, 1985], and schema
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mechanisms [Drescher, 1985], classifier systems [Holland, 19591. It may also be that
parallelism is applicable to the access of the highly-structured knowledge in expert
systems [Stefik, 1982]. One of the most exciting potential'application areas of the
machine is in systems that actually learn from experience. Such applications would be
able to use to advantage the Connection Machine's ability to dynamically change its
own connections. For examples of recent approaches to learning see [Winston, 19801,
[Hopfield, 1982), [Minsky, 1982).
For a recent survey of parallel computing see [Haynes, 1982] and [Bell, 1985]. My
discussion of the issues in this chapter follows the taxonomy introduced in [Schwartz,
1983]. For a fun-to-read paper on the need for raw power and parallelism see [Moravec,
1979]. The phrase "von Neumann bottleneck" comes from Backus's Turing Lecture
[Backus, 1978], in which he eloquently sounds the battle cry against word-at-a-time
thought.
For examples of alternative parallel architectures the reader is referred to the anno-
tated bibliography at the end of the thesis. The references therein may be divided as
follows. Large- to medium-grain machines: [Bell, 1985], |Bouknight, 1972], [Buehrer,
1982), [Chakravarthy, 1982), [Davidson, 1980, [Gajski, 1983], [Gottlieb, 1982, 1983,
[Halstead, 1978, 1979, 1980, [Hewitt, 1980, [Keller, 1978, 1979], [Kuch, 1982], [Lund-
strom, 1980], [Rieger, 1979, 1980, [Schwartz, 1980, [Shin, 1982], [Slotnick, 1978,
[Stolfo, 1982], [Sullivan, 1977], [Swan, 1977], [Treleaven, 1980], [Trujillo, 1982], [Ward,
1978], [Widdoes, 1980). Small-grain machines: [Batcher, 1974, 1980], [Browning,
1980], [Burkley, 1982), [Carroll, 1980), [DiGiacinto, 1981], [Fahlman, 1981), [Gilmore,
1982], [Gritton, 1977], [Holland, 1959, 1960, [Lee, 1962, [Mago, 1979, [Schaefer,
1982], [Shaw, 1982], [Snyder, 1982], [Surprise, 1981]. Database machines: [Copeland,
1973], [Hawthorn, 1982], [Kung, 1980, [Ozkarahan, 1974. Data flow: [Arvind, 1978,
1983], [Dennis, 1977, 1980]. Special purpose machines: |Chang, 1978], [Forster, 1982],
[Hawkins, 1963], [Kung, 1980], [Lipovski, 1978], [Meadows, 1974], [Parhami, 1972],
[Reeves, 1981], [Siegel, 1981]. Content addressable memories: [Lee, 1962, 1963).
For some comparisons of the performance of various machines see [Dongarra, 1984],
[Tenenbaum, 1983], and [Hawthorn, 1982]. Not all computations can be speeded up by
parallel processing. For an example beyond help see [Hillis, 1983].
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Chapter 2
How to Program a Connection Machine
2.1 Connection Machine Lisp Models the Connection Machine
It is easy to forget how closely conventional languages correspond to the hardware of a
conventional computer, even for "high-level" languages like Lisp. The control flow in
Lisp, for example, is essentially an abstract version of the hardware instruction fetching
mechanism of a serial machine. Objects are pointers, CAR and CDR are indirect address-
ing. Function invocation is a subroutine call. Assignment is storing into memory.
This close correspondence between Lisp and the machine on which it is implemented
accounts for much of the language's power and popularity. It makes it easy to write
compilers. It makes the language easier to think about and, more important, it allows
the performance of algorithms to be compared and estimated without reference to the
details of a particular machine. The language captures what is common and essential
to a wide range of serial computers, while hiding the details that set them apart.
Connection Machine Lisp (CmLisp) is an extension of Common Lisp, designed to
support the parallel operations of the Connection Machine. It is intended to be for the
Connection Machine architecture what Lisp is for the serial computer: an expression of
the essential character of the architecture that leaves out the details of implementation.
In the sense that Fortran or Lisp are abstract versions of a conventional computer, Cm-
Lisp is an abstract version of the Connection Machine. Just as these languages hide
such details of the computer as word length, instruction set, and low-level storage con-
ventions, CmLisp hides the details of the Connection Machine. Just as conventional
languages reflect the architecture of conventional computers, CmLisp reflects the archi-
tecture of the Connection Machine. The structure of the language follows the structure
of the hardware.
An example of this correspondence is the relatively conventional control structure
of Cmbisp, which is very similar to languages like FP and APL. in CmLisp, as in
the Connection Machine itself, parallelism is achieved through simultaneous operations
over composite data structures rather than through concurrent control structures. in
this sense Cmbisp is a relatively conservative parallel language, since it retains the
program flow and control constructs of a normal serial Lisp, but allows operations to
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be performed simultaneously across each element of a large data structure. This mirrors
the hardware of the Connection Machine, where the top level control is orchestrated
by a conventional serial computer, with thousands of values simultaneously calculated
by the individual processor/memory cells.
Why Lisp?
Lisp was chosen as a base for developing a Connection Machine language for a com-
bination of technical and social reasons. On the technical side, Lisp is extensible, has
dynamic storage allocation, and is generally good for symbol manipulation. In addition,
excellent Lisp programming environments already exist. On the sociological side, most
members of the artificial intelligence community, for whom the Connection Machine
was originally designed, are already familiar with Lisp. The supporting infrastructure
for their environments - documentation, primers, software libraries and programmiig
cliches - have taken years to develop and years to learn, so it makes sense to build
onto what already exists.
Most of the ideas in the language are actually relatively independent of Lisp, and
would be equally applicable to Connection Machine versions of Algol, C, or even For-
tran.
This chapter describes CmLisp. It is an introduction to the language, intended for
readers who are already familiar with ordinary Lisp. It is not a programming manual.
For a more detailed specification of the language see "The Connection Machine Lisp
Manual."
Xectors
All concurrent operations in CmLisp involve a simple data structure called a zector
(pronounced zek'tor). A xector corresponds roughly to a set of processors with a value
stored in each processor. Since a xector is distributed across many processors it is
possible to operate on all of its elements simultaneously. To add two xectors together,
for example, the Connection Machine directs each processor to add the corresponding
values locally, producing a third xector of the sums. This requires only a single addition
time, even though the xector may have hundreds of thousands of elements.
CmLisp supports many potentially concurrent operations to combine, create, mod-
ify and reduce xectors. These operations could be implemented on a conventional
computer, but they would be much slower, perhaps tens of thousands of times slower,
than they are on the Connection Machine. CmLisp also allows the programmer to
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define new xector operations that execute concurrently. This is the source of its power,
It would be inelegant to force the CmLisp programmer to think in terms of proces-
sors and memory locations. The xector data structure provides a cleaner abstraction
that can be simply translated into these machine-dependent concepts. Each xector is
defined by three components: a domain, a range, and a mapping between them. The
domain and range are sets of Lisp objects, and the mapping assigns a single object in
the range to each object of the domain. Each object in the domain is called an indexr
of the xector. Each object in the range is called a value. An index/value pair is called
an element, In mathematical terms, a xector is a set of elements with unique indices,
or equivalently, a function from Lisp objects to Lisp objects.
On a serial machine a xector could be implemented as some kind of lookup table with
each index used as a key to find its corresponding value. In the Connection Machine
each element of the xector is stored in a separate processor and the index is the name
of the processor, an address in the memory of the host machine. A programmer does
not really need to know this, but it helps in visualizing how it works.
Xector Notation
To write a xector we list the elements surrounded by set braces. For each element we
show the index and value, connected by an arrow. For example, the following expression
denotes a xector that maps the symbols SKY, GRASS, APPLE onto the symbols BLUE,
GREEN, RED, respectively:
{SKY-+BLUE GRASS--+GREEN APPLE--+RED}
This is the most general form of a xector. There are also some important special
cases that deserve their own refinements of the notation,
One such special type xector is one in which each index maps onto itself, This is
used to represent a set, namely the set of indices. In this case where the index and the
value are the same, we may omit the arrow and write the value only once. Here is an
example (the symbol "E" denotes equivalence):
{A-+A 1-1 2-2} E {A 1 2}
Another important special case is when the domain of the xector is a sequence of
integers starting from zero. In this case, we use a bracket notation suggestive of a
vector:
{0-tA 1--B 2-tC 3-tD) E [A B C DJ
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The final special case is a constant xector which maps every possible index into a
single value. In this case, the value is written only once, with the index left unspecified.
For example:
{f-3}
This denotes the constant xector that maps every object onto the number three.
All of these notational conventions are recognized by the CmLisp reader and gen-
erated by the CmLisp printer,
Creating, Referencing, and Modifying Xectors
Xectors are normal Lisp objects. They can be printed, bound to variables, stored in
arrays, returned from functions and so on, just as one would expect with any first-class
Lisp object.
The easiest way to create a xector is to type it explicitly to the reader. Here is an
example (the symbol "=>" denotes evaluation):
(SETQ COLOR-OF '{SKY-BLUE APPLE-+RED GRASS-tGREEN})
=> {APPLE-RED GRASS-tGREEN SKY-+BLUE}
The expression above sets the value of the symbol COLOR-OF to the example xector.
Notice that when the xector is printed the elements are shown in a different order.
CmLisp will always reorder the elements of a xector according to a canonical ordering
of the indices. This ordering is the same for all xectors. Integer indices will always be
in monotonically increasing order, but otherwise the canonical ordering is unspecified,
and may vary from implementation to implementation.
The values of a xector can be referenced by the function XREF, which will find the
value of a xector corresponding to a given index. If the index is not specified by the
xector XREF will signal an error. For example,
(XREF COLOR-OF 'APPLE) => RED
(XREF COLOR-OF 'COW) => error
Similarly, the values of a xector may be changed with the XSET function:
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(XSET 'BLUE COLOR-OF 'GRASS)
COLOR-OF {APPLE-+RED GRASS-BLUE SKY->BLUE)
XSET will also signal an error if the index is out of range, but the function XMOD will
add a new index/value pair if necessary;
(XMOD 'GREEN COLOR-OF 'GRASS)
=> {APPLE-+RED GRASS-iGREEN SKY-+BLUE}
(XMOD 3 '{ONE-d1 TWO-42} 'THREE)
=> {ONE->1 TWO->2 THREE-+3)
Since xectors represent functions, CmLisp uses some of the terminology of functions
to refer to their parts and properties. The set of indices over which a xector is defined
is called the domain. The set of values into which it maps is called the range. If all the
values are unique, then the xector is invertible, in which case the inverse is the xector
that maps each value back to its corresponding index.
(RANGE COLOR-OF) = {RED GREEN BLUE)
(DOMAIN COLOR-OF) 4 {APPLE GRASS SKY)
(INVERSE COLOR-OF) => {RED-APPLE GREEN--+GRASS BLUE-+SKY}
Xectors can be created using conventional Lisp objects as templates. Similarly,
Lisp objects can be created from xectors. The following functions are used to convert
between xectors on other data structures:
ALIST-TO-XECTOR XECTOR-TO-ALIST
HASHTABLE-TO-XECTOR XECTOR-TO-HASHTABLE
PLIST-TO-XECTOR XECTOR-TO-PLIST
LISTS-TO-XECTOR XECTOR-TO-LISTS
ARRAY-TO-XECTOR XECTOR-TO-ARRAY
LIST- TO -XECTOR XECTOR-TO-LIST
SEQUENCE-TO'-XECTOR XECTOR-TO-SEQUENCE
The last three pairs of functions convert between ordered sequences and xectors.
In these cases, the sequences are created with the values in the canonical order of the
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xector. The xectors are created with the zero-based sequence of integers as indices,
Here are some examples:
(xector-to-list '{A-+x B-*y}) = (x y)
(alist-to-xector '((A.x) (B.y))) = {A-.x B-.y)
(list-to-xector '(A B C)) => (A B C]
There are also functions to produce a set, or identity xector, from lists, strings, or
arrays.
Xectors as Sequences
Like a string or a list, a xector contains an ordered sequence of elements. Such an
object is called a sequence in Common Lisp, and the language provides many generic
functions that will operate on any type of sequence, In CmLisp these functions will work
on xectors also, using the canonical order of the indices as the order of the elements.
As illustrated in Table 2.1 below, many of the generic sequence operations can
execute more quickly on xectors than on lists or vectors. This is because the Connection
Machine can operate on all of the elements in a xector simultaneously. Operations like
SEARCH and DELETE, which can be performed on each element independently, execute in
a fixed time no matter how many elements are in the xector. Operations which involve
reducing, counting, or numbering the elements take place in logarithmic time, because
they are implemented by algorithms on balanced trees.
These "canned" operations are convenient, but they are not strictly necessary. All
of the functions in the table could be written in terms of lower-level parallel primitives.
In the next section we will show how.
2.2 Alpha Notation
This section introduces a way of describing the simple "all-at-once" parallelism that
occurs in operations like vector addition where all elements can be processed indepen-
dently. It is called alpha notation, and it requires extending the normal Lisp version
of FUNCALL to a version that allows a xector of functions to be concurrently called on
xectors of arguments. This is similar to Lisp mapping except that it is done in parallel.
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Table 2.1: Worst case running times for
various sequence operations for sequences of length N.
VECTOR
ELT
LENGTH
SUBSEQ
COPY-SEQ
FILL
REMOVE
DELETE
REPLACE
COUNT
REVERSE
POSITION
REDUCE*
SORT*
MERGE*
SEARCH
0(1)
0(1)
0(1)
0(N)
0(N)
0(N)
0(N)
0(N)
0(N)
0(N)
0(N)
0(N)
0 (NLogN)
0(N)
0(N)
LIST
0(N)
0(N)
0(N)
0(N)
0(N)
0(N)
0(N)
0(N)
0(N)
0(N)
0(N)
0(N)
0(NLogN)
0(N)
0(N)
XECTOR
0(1)
0(LogN)
0(LogN)
0(1)
0(1)
0(1)
0(1)
0(LogN)
0(LogN)
0(LogN)
0(1)
0(LogN)
0(Log 2N)
0(LogN)
0(1)
*These functions take an arbitrary function as one of their parameters. For the purpose
of the table it is assumed that this function can be executed in unit time on both the
host and the Connection Machine.
The numbers reflect the assumption that communication and access of memory take
place in unit time. A more accurate model would count both these times as logarithmic
in the total size of the memory, for vectors, lists, and xectors.
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In CmLisp the Greek letter alpha (a) is used to represent the conversion of a value
into a constant xector, that is, into a xector which maps everything onto that value.
In implementation terms, this is the equivalent of loading a value into every processor.
When the symbol "a" precedes an expression, the expression is interpreted as a xector
with the constant value of the expression. Here are some examples:
a3 = {-+3}
a(+ 1 2) => {-+3}
a+ => {-+t}
The last example is a xector of PLUS functions. A xector of functions has a special
meaning when it occurs in the functional position of a CmLisp expression. When an
expression is being evaluated a zector of functions is applied by concurrently mapping
the zector across its arguments; that is, each element of the function xector is applied
to the values of argument elements with corresponding indices, The result returned is
a xector of the individual results, For example:
(a+ '{a--d b-+2} '{a-3 b-+3}) => {a--4 b-+5}
(aCONS '{a-e1 b-t2} '{a-+3 b--3}) = {a-(1 . 3) b-+(2 . 3)}
Any index which does not occur in all elements is ignored:
(a+ '{a-t1 b--i2 c-+3} '{a--3 b--+3}) = {a-4 b-b)
(aCONS '{a-+1 b-2}) => '{a--+(1 . 9) b-+(2. 9)}
Alpha notation has some nice algebraic properties. Notice that the alpha can be
factored outside an expression or it can be distributed across the components:
a(+ 1 2) =(at al a2)
Both of the expressions above will evaluate to the xector {-+3). The factored form
of an alpha expression is generally more concise. This is especially true of more complex
expressions with many nested subcomponents. Unfortunately, the alpha can only be
factored if every subexpression is multiplied by an alpha, This is not normally the case,
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Most CmLisp alpha expressions contain some subexpressions which evaluate to
xectors, and do not need to be alpha converted. To allow the use of the factored form
in this more general case we introduce another symbol "e" which cancels the effect of
an alpha. Within an expression that is multiplied by alpha, the dot can be placed in
front of subexpressions which are not to be converted by alpha. The symbol has no
meaning when it occurs outside such an expression that is multiplied by alpha. Here
are some examples of how it works (assume x is bound to a xector):
a(+ ex 1) (a+ x cl)
a(+ (* ex 2) 1) (a+ (a* x a2) al)
a 33
.3 => error
Using dots the programmer can specify different combinations of mapped and un-
mapped arguments to a function. For example, if A is the xector (A B Cl and X is the
xector [X Y Z], then:
(CONS A X) = ([A B C] . [X Y Z])
a(CONS sA oX) => [(A . X) (B . Y) (C . Z)]
a(CONS A eX) -f [([A B C) . X) ([AB C] .Y)(A B CJ .Z)]
One informal way to think of alpha is that it means "give me a zillion" of whatever
is inside the expression, where a zillion is however many are needed. Alpha will produce
a zillion additions, a zillion threes, or whatever. The dot symbol is a way of marking
those subexpressions that already have a zillion.
The xector of functions in an alpha funcall does not necessarily have to be a constant
xector. Different operations may be performed on different indices:
(Funcall '[+ - - +] ' [ 12 34) a1) => [2 12 5)
Since this is implemented by different operations being performed in different pro-
cessors, this use of xectors is related to the SIMD/MIMD distinctions in hardware
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discussed elsewhere. On a MIMD machine xector-mapped funcall of this sort is essen-
tially a synchronization primitive, since the different component functions may take
different amounts of time to execute. Full MIMD operation corresponds to aEVAL,
applied to the xector of programs.
2.3 Beta Reduction
Alpha takes a single thing and makes many copies of it. Another common type of
operation is to take many things and combine them into one. For this we use Beta.
Beta converts a two-argument function into a function that reduces the elements of a
xector into a single value. This reduction is performed in parallel in logarithmic time.
Beta reduction uses only the values of the elements and ignores the indices. Here are
some examples:
(#+ '{A-1.i B-2 C-3}) 6
(#AND [T T NIL TJ) NIL
(#MAX {1 3 6 7})7
Alpha and beta can be combined to produce many useful functions:
(DEFUN XECTOR-LENGTH (x) (#+ a(PROG2 ex 1))
(DEFUN MAGNITUDE (x) (SQRT (#+ (a* x x))))
(DEFUN ALL-SAME (x y) (#AND (a= x y))
Beta can also be used with two arguments to construct a new xector from a given
a range and domain. Here is an example:
(0 '{A-+1 B-+2} '{A-+X B-*Y}) 4 {X-1 Y-2}
This may seem like a completely different use of Beta, but they are really two special
cases of a more general operation. This is explained in the optional section below.
2.4 Defining Data Structures with Defstruct (Background)
DEFSTRUCT is the Lisp mechanism for defining structures with named components. DEF-
STRUCT is really a part of Common Lisp, not the CmLisp extension. It is described here
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because it is a relatively recent addition to Lisp, and it is important for programming
the Connection Machine. The reader who is already familiar with DEFSTRUCT may wish
to skip to the last paragraph of this section.
A structure is a composite object with named components. DEFSTRUCT is a mech-
anism for defining new types of structures. It allows the programmer to effectively
create new datatypes with Lisp functions for accessing and modifying their compo-
nents. Given the name of the type and the names of the stots, DEFSTRUCT will define
all these accessors automatically, along with a function for creating new instances of
the structure,
As an example of how this works, assume that we are defining a new datatype
called PIXEL to represent a dot on a color screen. Assume that each pixel has three
components: RED-INTENSITY, GREEN-INTENSITY, and BLUE-INTENSITY.
(DEFSTRUCT (PIXEL)
RED-INTENSITY
GREEN-INTENSITY
BLUE-INTENSITY)
Evaluation of this form will define four functions: MAKE-PIXEL, RED-INTENSITY,
GREEN-INTENSITY, and BLUE-INTENSITY. The function MAKE-PIXEL will create and
return a new instance of a PIXEL structure each time it is invoked. For example,
evaluating:
(SETQ P (MAKE-PIXEL))
will set the value of P to a newly created PIXEL structure.
The functions RED-INTENSITY , GREEN-INTENSITY, BLUE-INTENSITY are three "ac-
cessor functions" that are defined by DEFSTRUCT to access the components of any PIXEL
structure. They may also be used to modify the object via SETF. For example, if P is
a pixel, then
(RED-INTENSITY P)
will return the red intensity of P, and:
(SETF (RED-INTENSITY P) 3)
will rn edify P so that its red intensity is three. This is demonstrated in the following
sequence:
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(SETQ P (MAKE-PIXEL))
(SETF (RED-INTENSITY P) 3)
(RED-INTENSITY P) => 3
DEFSTRUCT will also define various other useful functions including PIXEL-P (for
testing if a giver object is a PIXEL) and COPY-PIXEL (for creating a new PIXEL with
the same components as an old one). These are only the basics. For a complete
description of DEFSTRUCT and its many wonderful features, see Common Lisp, The
Language [Steele].
Connection Machine Lisp adds one additional feature to DEFSTRUCT. It provides a
":CM" option that allows the programmer to specify that all structures of a particular
type are to be stored on the Connection Machine, For example:
(DEFSTRUCT (PIXEL :CM)
RED-INTENSITY
GREEN-INTENSITY
BLUE-INTENSITY)
This will cause MAKE-PIXEL to store new pixel structures on the Connection Machine.
The components of this Connection Machine pixel structure can be accessed and mod-
ified just as before. The only differen:e is that each pixel structure will be stored in its
own processor/memory cell. This allows parallel xector operations to be performed on
the structures or their components, for instance, the xector of all pixels or the xector
of all red intensity.
2.5 An Example: The Path-Length Algorithm
We now have enough of the language defined to give a non-trivial example of CmLisp
programming. We will define, as an example, a function for finding the shortest length
path between two vertices in a large graph, using the algorithm discussed in Chapter
1.
Algorithm I used simple breadth-first search, searching all possible paths in parallel.
To find the shortest path from vertex A to vertex B, every vertex is labeled with its
distance from A. This is accomplished by labeling vertex A with 0, labeling all vertices
connected to A with 1, labeling all unlabeled vertices connected to those vertices with
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2 and so on. The process terminates as soon as vertex B is labeled. The label of B is
then the length of the shortest connecting path.
Here is the informal description of Algorithm 1:
Algorithm I: "Finding the length of shortest path from A to B"
1, Label all vertices with +oo.
2. Label vertex A with 0.
3. Label every vertex, except A, with 1 plus the minimum of its neighbor's labels.
Repeat this step until the label of vertex B is finite.
4. Terminate. The label of B is the answer.
Here is the algorithm as expressed in CmLisp. Notice that there is one expression
corresponding to each line in Algorithm 1. It finds the length of path from vertex A to
vertex B in graph G.
(DEFUN PATH-LENGTH (A B G)
a(SETF (LABEL eG) +INF)
(SETF (LABEL A) 0)
(LOOP UNTIL (< (LABEL B) +INF)
DO a(SETF (LABEL *(REMOVE A G))
(1+ (#MIN a(LABEL e(NEIGHBORS .G))))))
(LABEL B))
To understand the program it is necessary to understand the representation used
for the graph, The graph is represented as a set, specifically a set of vertices. Each
vertex has two components: a label and a set of neighboring vertices. All of these sets
are represented by xectors. The vertices are represented by structures, which could
have been defined by the following expression:
(DEFSTRUCT (VERTEX :CM)
LABEL
NEIGHBORS)
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The graph G that is passed to PATH-LENGTH is a xector of these vertex structures
that have been set up in such a way that the NEIGHBORS of each vertex is some set of
other vertices in the graph. In other words, the expression a(NEIGHBORS *G) evaluates
to a xector of xectors, representing the set of neighborhoods.
The first line of the program sets the label of every vertex in G to +INF, which is
some large positive number. The next line sets the label of vertex A to zero. Notice
that these first two lines have exactly the same form, even though one sets a single
value, and the other sets ten thousand. The only difference is the alpha.
The third expression in the program is the loop that does the real work. The loop
will be executed k times, where k is the length of the shortest connecting path. In the
example graph with 104 vertices and 106 edges, k is about 3. The looping terminates
when B is labeled with a value smaller than +INF. On each iteration every vertex in
G, except A, is set to one plus the minimum of its neighbors' labels. The vertex A is
removed from the set being labeled, so its label will remain fixed at zero.
The expression for computing the minimum of the neighbors' labels requires some
explanation, since it is operating on a xector of xectors. Consider first how to express
the minimum of the neighbors' labels of a single vertex V:
(#MIN a(LABEL *(NEIGHBORS V)))
The NEIGHBORS of V is a xector of vertices, and alpha is used to map LABEL across
all the elements, to produce a xector of labels. This xector is then reduced by the #MIN
operation to a single number. The expression in the example program works in exactly
the same way, except that it is applied to a xector of vertices rather than to a single
vertex. The final line of the program returns the label of B, which is the answer.
The CmLisp program corresponds very closely to the informal description in "Al-
gorithm I."
2.6 Generalized Beta (Optional Section)
The simplest use of beta is to reduce a xector to a single value. This is actually a special
case of a more general operation which reduces portions of xectors and associates the
results with other indices. This more general beta operation corresponds very closely to
the action of the message routers, in the same sense that an alpha operation corresponds
with the actions of the processors. It is a powerful programming tool that may be used
to express some of the most basic functions of Cmbisp, such as the inversion of xectors.
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The general form of beta takes as arguments a combining function and two xectors.
It returns a third xector whose values are created from the values of the first xector
and whose indices are taken from the values of the second xector. In other words,
it sends the values of the first xector to the indices specified by the second xector.
The combining function specifies how collisions are handled. In the simplest case no
combining function is specified and any collision results in an error. This corresponds
to the simple two-argument beta used to create a xector with a specified range and
domain:
(# '[1 2 6] '[X Y Z]) = {X-+1 Y-2 Z-+5}
(# '[1 2 5] [X Z ZJ) =t error
When a combining function is specified it is used to reduce colliding values into a
single value:
(#+ [1 2 5) ' [X Z Z]) {X-1 Z-7}
(fl* '[1 2 5] '*[X Z ZI) 4 {X-1i Z-+10}
(#PROG2 ' 1 2 5] '[X Z Z]) = {X-+1 Z-5}
In the last example, the function PROG2, which returns the second of two arguments,
is used to make an arbitrary choice among the possible values. Since the order of
reduction is unspecified the expression could returned a xector with Z mapped to either
2 or 5.
In the case where the second xector argument is unspecified it is taken to be a
constant xector, so that all values in the xector are reduced to a single value, which is
returned as the value of the expression. This special case is the single-argument beta
operation that was originally introduced.
The general two argument form of beta may be used to define xector inverse as
follows:
(DEFUJN INVERSE (X)
(# (DOMAIN X) X))
Since the Beta is used without a combining function, this version of inverse will
produce an error if the xector is non-invertible.
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Here is an example that uses both the general and single-argument forms of Beta
reduction to calculate the maximum number of occurrences of any single value within
a xector:
(DEFUN ARITY (X)
(#MAX (+ al X)))
(ARITY [A B A C A B]) => 3
(ARITY {A B C D}) = 1
2.7 CmLisp Defines the Connection Machine
CmLisp was designed to give the programmer an expressive tool that is close to the
operation of the machine, yet hides most of the details of implementation. In fact,
CmLisp is a good definition of what a Connection Machine really is: a Connection
Machine is the direct hardware embodiment of the alpha and beta operators. Processors
are alpha, routers are beta. The contents of the memory cells are xectors.
This view of the architecture gives us a way of measuring success of an imple-
mentation: A good Connection Machine is one that implements CmLisp quickly and
economically. In the following chapters we show how this can be done.
2.8 Bibliographic Notes for Chapter 2
For a general introduction to Lisp see [Winston, 19811. The Common Lisp dialect of
Lisp on which Connection Machine Lisp is based is documented in detail in [Steele,
1984], which in turn was based on MAC-LISP [Moon]. For an even nicer version of
Lisp see [Steele, 1978]. For a discussion of how Lisp can be compiled into machine
language see [Steele, 1978]. For a general introduction to the terms of graph theory see
[Harary].
Connection Machine Lisp is a relatively conservative language for the Connection
Machine. For a more radical departure from conventional languages see [Bawden, 1984
and 1984]. It may also be desirable to program Connection Machines in completely
other types of languages; for example, functional languages [Backus], constraints [Born-
ing], [Sussman, 1981], [Sutherland], actors [Hewitt], [Goldberg], [Cannon], [Weinreb],
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[Lieberman], combinators [Turner, 1979 and 1979], set operations [Schwartz, 1973],
communicating sequential processes IHoare], or database languages [Codd], [DateJ. For
another attempt to add vector-like function calling to Lisp see [Friedman, 1975).
Many of the constructs of CmLisp were in collaboration with Guy Steele, who is
responsible for the first implementation.
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Chapter 3
Design Considerations
In this chapter we discuss some of the issues and alternatives that arise in implementing
a Connection Machine. We will, for the most part, ignore implementation issues which
are not particular to the Connection Machine architecture. We will instead concentrate
on those considerations which follow from the unusual aspects of the architecture, the
fine-grain size and the general communications network.
Very few parallel computers have actually been built with either fine-grain size or
general communications, much less the combination, Many of the lessons learned in
implementing existing machines are misleading if extrapolated to a machine of this
type. In this chapter we try to outline the most important implementation issues
and identify some of the tradeoffs that are different for the Connection Machine, We
also identify some simple measures of performance that allow a would-be Connection
Machine designer to measure the success of a particular implementation, In the next
chapter we will describe a specific design that is currently being built and show how it
measures up under these criteria.
The issues discussed in this chapter fall roughly into three categories: the design
of the processor/memory cell, the design of the communications network, and the
design of the system level control. The most important issue in the design of the
processor/memory cell is making a reasonable tradeoff between the number and the
size of the processors. This can be broken down into several questions: How many
processors do we need? How big does each processor have to be? How simple can we
or should we make the individual processing element? For the communication network
the important decision is the choice of the physical wiring pattern or topology of the
routing network, There is also a question of what type of control mechanisms are to
be used to route the messages. In the control area there is a question of how much
autonomy should be given to the individual processing elements and how to manage
the interaction between the Connection Machine and the host. There are also a set
of system issues that occur in the design of any computer, but that have a different
set of tradeoffs for the Connection Machine. These include clocking disciplines, fault
tolerance, scalability, and input/output. The final section discusses the methods of
measuring performance.
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3.1 The Optimal Size of a Processor/Memory Cell
The total size and cost of Connection Machine can be controlled by varying three inde-
pendent parameters: the number of processing/memory cells, the amount of memory
per processor, and the size of the individual processor. From a performance standpoint,
we would like all of these parameters to be simultaneously as large as possible. The
three goals are mutually conflicting, since cost is always a limiting factor. How do we
make the tradeoff? Given a fixed cost and, say a fixed processor size, we can adjust the
ratio of computing power to memory size by varying the number of processors. Alter-
natively, we could fix the memory size and vary the number of processors by varying
processor size. Which makes sense? How do we maximize the cost/performance ratio
of the total machine?
The point of building a fine-grain machine in the first place was that with smaller
processors it is possible to have more of them. The argument that this increases per-
formance seems at first straightforward: If there are more processors more operations
can be performed simultaneously, so the total time required for the computation is less.
The argument, as given, does not hold up since the operations of a fine-grain processor
are generally less powerful than their coarse-grain counterparts, For example, the fine-
grain processor may use a simple, one-bit-wide arithmetic unit. Performing a 32-bit
addition on such a machine requires 32 machine cycles; on a coarse-grain machine with
32 bit data paths the addition requires only a single cycle, Thus, even if it were possible
to have 32 times as many of the fine-grain bit serial processors, there might be no speed
advantage at all in the fine-grain machine, The machines would be equivalent if all of
the operations being performed were 32 bits wide and if the cycle times of the two
machines were identical. The real speed arguments for fine-grain machines are more
subtle. They hinge on the suppositions that the cost of the processor is reduced by
more than the power of the instruction set and that it is possible to build fine-grain
machines with faster cycle times.
The width of the processor data paths, and consequently the size of the processor
is a non-linear term in our cost/performance equation. This gives us a place to start
in making a tradeoff. We will first decide the optimal processor size, the size with
the maximum cost/performance ratio. Then we will pick a memory size that matches
the smallest units into which it can reasonably decompose a problem. The size of
the problem will then determine the number of cells. These parameters will define a
machine with optimal performance to solve the problem, If the cost of the machine is
too great, we can decrease the number of cells and proportionally increase the amount
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of memory per processor. In other words, we can let one processing unit do the work
of several. In this way we can make a linear tradeoff between cost and performance.
This is all, in privciple, very precise. But in practice it requires a great deal of guess
work and judgment. We will try to outline here some of the considerations that arise.
Serial versus Parallel Data Paths
One of the most important parameters governing the size of the processing element is
the number of bits in the arithmetic unit, memory and the connecting data paths. Here
the designer can trade off one type of parallelism for another: the parallelism inherent
in a wide word operation versus the parallelism of more processors. The optimal trade-
off will depend partly on what applications are introduced by the machine. In symbol
processing applications the narrow data paths become more favorable because opera-
tions are performed in small fields representing boolean values, type codes, characters,
and flags. A conventional wide word machine spends a relatively large percentage of
its time packing and unpacking these fields into words. In addition, when operating on
short fields with a parallel arithmetic unit most of the hardware is wasted.
Even in long fixed-length arithmetic operations a single-bit arithmetic logic units
can be faster, assuming that it is possible to use proportionally more of them, The
reason is the speed-determining path for a parallel arithmetic unit is typically the
propagation of the carry bit, In serial addition the carry bit only needs to propagate
over one bit per cycle, so the cycle can be faster.
The faster-cycle argument only holds to the degree that carry propagation is the
critical path. If the memory access time is the determining factor for the cycle time of
the machine, then it makes sense to use g wider arithmetic unit so that its bandwidth
is matched with the bandwidth of memory. Another argument in favor of wider data
paths is that there is a portion of the processor logic which does not scale with the
data path width. Processors with wide paths are able to spread this fixed overhead
cost across a larger number of bits,
Memory Size
How much memory does a processor really need? For a Connection Machine the answer
is very different than for other computers because data structures are not held within
a single processor, Instead they are built up by tying multiple processors together. An
atomic object, such as an integer, symbol, or cons-cell, is held within a single processor.
For the Connection Machine the question of how much memory is needed in a processor
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becomes: How much data is needed to store and process a single atomic data object?
Since many data structures are built from trees, each atomic object needs enough
storage to store connection pointers to at least three other cells. We know from Lisp
that two-pointer "cons-cells" can be connected together to form arbitrarily complex
structures. Actually, each Lisp cons is "connected" to at least three other objects: its
CAR, its CDR, and the object that points to it. Two connections are not sufficient
since the only structure that could be formed would be linear chains.
The number of bits in each of these pointers depends on the address space of the
machine and the mechanism for storing the type of the object. But let us say for the
purpose of calculations that it is 32 bits. Besides its structure pointers, a cell must
also store a type code indicating what type of cell it is. Let's say this is another 32
bits. Thus, 128 bits is probably sufficient to store the internal structure of an atomic
object. But we also need room to compute. Let us say that during the course of a
computation an object needs to hold a temporary value for each of the three objects to
which it points, plus one for itself. This doubles the amount of required storage to 256
bits. If we add another 32 bits for storing miscellaneous flags and conditions, the total
comes to just under 300 bits. This is comparable to the number of bits of temporary
registers that we are accustomed to in most serial machines. Since the communications
network effectively allows the use of the rest of the machine as "main memory," this is
a good indication that the calculated number is correct.
According to the argument given above, a cell should require only a few hundred bits
of local memory. On the other hand, the more conservative argument says "the more
memory the better." This point of view has good historical support, since computer
architects have almost always made the mistake of not including enough memory on
their machines. But there is some ambiguity about how this lesson should be interpreted
in the case of the Connection Machine. Is the important parameter the amount of
memory per cell, or the total memory on the machine? If it is the total memory on the
machine that matters then if may be best to solve the problem by having more cells
rather than fewer larger ones.
Virtual Processors
Part of the reason for the Connection Machine architecture was that problems can be
broken down into natural structural units for concurrent execution. Does the grain
size of the hardware processor/memory cell need to exactly match the grain size of the
natural problem unit? Fortunately, it does not. We can allow the hardware to support
virtual processors that are larger or smaller than the physical processors of the hardware.
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Virtual processors larger than the hardware processors are supported by connecting
multiple hardware processors together. Virtual processors smaller than the hardware
processors are supported by dividing the memory space of each physical processor
into multiple memory banks and executing each instruction multiple times, once for
each bank. This gives a linear tradeoff between speed and number of processors. The
possibility of virtual cells allows the speed/size tradeoff to be made by the programmer
rather than the designer of the hardware. By using multiple virtual cells per physical
cell or vice versa the programmer can choose a cell size appropriate to the application.
In the final analysis, the size of a Connection Machine is likely to be about the size
and cost of a conventional computer. If the design is reasonably well-balanced, about
half the hardware will be devoted to memory, and half to processing and communi-
cations. Connection Machines with tens to hundreds of megabytes of memory and a
few million processors should be about the size and cost of a conventional mainframe
computer.
Machines of about this size work out nicely for many problems that come up in
artificial intelligence. For example, a thousand by thousand visual image has a million
picture elements so it fits naturally on a million cell machine. Most large Al programs
written in Lisp use a few hundred thousand to a million cons cells. One would pre-
sumably use a comparable number of processor/memory cells. The largest semantic
networks, say those used in medical diagnosis, contain a few hundred thousand links, so
again the numbers are in the right range. Of course, in the long run, as more becomes
possible, the size of the problems will grow. The beauty of this architecture is that,
unlike its serial counterparts, the Connection Machine will be able to grow also.
3.2 The Communications Network
The most difficult technical problem in the design of a Connection Machine is the design
of the general interconnection network through which the processors communicate. The
communications network represents most of the cost of the machine, most of the power
dissipation, most of the wiring, and most of the performance limitations. This is in part
because we have relatively little experience in designing such networks, so our methods
are far from optimal. But it is also because designing such networks is fundamentally
hard; the communications network is doing most of the computation.
General communication is particularly difficult to achieve on a fine-grain archi-
tecture because there are more processors. This limits the choice of interconnection
technologies. With only a few hundred processors to connect it would be plausible to
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implement a full crossbar with a direct connection between every pair. With a million
element Connection Machine such a crossbar would require a million squared, or 1012
switch points. This is well beyond the range of current technologies. For a Connection
Machine the number of switching elements must scale more favorably with the number
of processors.
The building blocks from which the interconnection network is constructed are
autonomous switching elements called routers. The routers are wired in some relatively
sparse pattern called the topology of the network. In other words, not every router
is connected to every other. Processors communicate with one another through the
routers, with the routers forwarding messages between processors just as the post office
forwards mail from one branch to another. There are two issues in the design of such
a system: one is choosing the topology for connecting the routers, and the other is
choosing the algorithm for routing the messages.
3.3 Choosing a Topology
In choosing a topology, the goals can be divided roughly into two categories; cost and
performance. On the performance side, we will look for a combination of the following:
* Small Diameter - The diameter is the maximum number of times that a message
must be forwarded between routers when travelling from one processor to another.
If this distance is small, then processors are likely to be able to communicate more
quickly.
* Uniformity - It is desirable that all pairs of processors can communicate with
equal ease or at least that the traffic patterns between all pairs of routers is
reasonably balanced, This ensures that there are no bottlenecks.
" Extendability - It should be possible to build a network of any given size or,
as a minimum, it should be possible to build an arbitrarily large version of the
network.
* Short Wires - If the network can be efficiently embedded in two or three di-
mensional space such that all of the wires are relatively short, then the physical
distance between routers can be small. This means that information can propa-
gate quickly between routers.
* Redundant Paths -- If there are many possible paths between each pair of pro-
cessors a partially defective network may continue to function. Also, if a path is
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blocked because of traffic a message can be directed along another route.
On the cost side we look for the following:
* Minimum Number of Wires - Each physical connection costs money. So if the
number of wires is small the cost is likely to be small also.
* Efficient Layout - If the topology can be tightly and neatly packed into a small
space, the packaging job becomes easier.
* A Simple Routing Algorithm - Since the routers are locally controlled, this keeps
down the cost of the routers.
* Fixed Degree - If each router connects to a fixed number of others, then one
router design will serve for all sizes of networks.
* Fit to Available Technology - If the topology can be built easily with available
components, it will be less expensive.
Notice the wish list contains contradictions; for example, for minimum number of
wires and redundant paths or for fixed degree, small diameter, and short wires. Any
decision will be a compromise. Deciding which performance factors are most important
is not easy. On the cost side most of the factors are difficult to measure, and even more
difficult to rationally trade off against one another. 'The fit to available technology,
often turns out to be one of the most important. For example, if chips come in packages
with a hundred pins, a topology that will require 101 pins per chip will be extremely
undesirable. Printed circuit boards may cost much more if they are more than 24 inches
long or may be limited to a thousand off-board connections per board. On the other
hand, if someone invents a new connector or a new method of manufacturing circuit
boards, the rules change. The constraints are extremely volatile. So the correct choice
of topology and routing algorithm will change from year to year.
3.4 Tour of the Topology Zoo
The literature offers the would-be Connection Machine designer a rich choice of pos-
sible interconnection topologies, which is, of course, the last thing that the designer
wants. There are grids, trees, hypercubes, omega-networks, delta-networks, indirect-
binary-n-cubes, Banyan-networks, hyper-toruses, twisted-toruses, k-folded-toruses, x-
trees, shuffle-exchanges, k-way shuffles, Batcher networks, Clos networks, De Brujn net-
works, reverse exchanges, butterfly networks, and so on. Proponents of each abound.
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How do we choose? Many of these networks are closely related to each other. In fact,
several networks that have been analyzed in the literature have turned out to be ex-
actly isomorphic. In the sections below we will review the major categories. Which
network is optimal will depend upon the assumptions about requirements and available
technology. References to the topologies described, and machine that have used them,
can be found bibliographic notes at the end of the chapter.
Crossbars And Clos Networks
The simplest and most obvious network topology is to connect every node to every
other node. When N is small, say less than a hundred, this is a practical solution. In
the most straightforward implementation a full crossbar requires N 2 switches, but in
cases where the connections are one-to-one it has been shown that multi-stage networks
with the capabilities of a crossbar can be constructed with many fewer switches, These
are called Clos networks. A five-stage Clos network, for example, with 1000 input ports
requires only 146,300 switches, as opposed to the 1,000,000 required by a full crossbar.
Rings
The opposite extreme of the cost/performance tradeoff is the ring topology. This is
the minimal extensible topology with fixed degree. The disadvantage of these networks
is that the diameter increases linearly with the number of processors, so again the
topology is only practical for small N. They do layout well in two or even one dimension,
They also have an extremely simple routing algorithm.
Trees
Another relatively inexpensive topology is the m-ary tree, where m is most commonly 2.
The advantages of trees include low diameter (order log N), fixed degree, and efficient
layouts in two dimensionL, The primary disadvantage is the communications bottleneck
at the root of the tree, but there are many algorithms with local communications
patterns that do not run into this problem. Another approach has been to augment
the tree with additional connections to prevent congestion at the root. x-trees, for
example, add conniections that jump from one branch to another. Fat-trees add parallel
connections to increase the capacity of links near the root.
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Grids and Toruses
The two-dimensional layout of most implementation technologies naturally suggest a
two-dimensional grid topology. Although the grid topology has a relatively large di-
ameter (2/N), its topology is well matched to many problems, in particular, prob-
lems closely matched to the geometry of physical space. Examples of such problems
include simulations in hydrodynamics, aerodynamics, electrodynamics, quantum chro-
modynamics, image processing, wire routing, and graphics. In each of these examples,
calculations are often done on an n-dimensional lattice. The cor4,munications patterns
are local on the lattice. Although technical constraints force a two-dimensional, or at
most a three-dimensional, network high dimensional lattices can be efficiently projected
onto such a grid. A simple and relatively common trick is to connect opposite edges,
keeping the maximum wirelength short by interleaving the front and back of the torus.
Shuffle-Type Topologies
This family of networks is characterized by diameters that scale logarithmically with N.
One form of this family is the "butterfly" communications pattern used in computing
the Fast Fourier Transform. If the nodes of the butterfly network are rearranged so
that each layer is drawn in the same pattern, the network is called an omega network.
A single layer of the omega network is sometimes called a "perfect shuffle" or a "shuffle
exchange" although the term is often used for the entire omega network. To make
matters worse, there is also the network formed by connecting log N omega networks
in series, that is, capable of relaying any permutation. This is also sometimes called
an omega network. Also, a somewhat more general form of the omega network was
proposed independently in the telephone literature, where it is referred to as the Benes
network.
A slightly repackaged form of the omega network is called the boolean n-cube or
hypercube, because of the graph formed by the corners and edges of an n-dimensional
hypercube. Here n = logN. The n-cube pattern may be formed by redrawing the
butterfly pattern so that one corner of the cube corresponds to a row of the butterfly.
A generalization of the omega or, more precisely, of the shuffle-exchange stage, is the k-
way shuffle, which for k > 2 has a smaller diameter. Other variations or isomorphisms
of the omega network include the "reverse exchange," and the "De Brujn" network.
One reason that the omega-network and its relatives are so popular is that there
exist simple local algorithms for routing messages through them. It is also uniform, has
a reasonably small diameter, and contains redundant paths. Perhaps most importantly,
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it is well studied and relatively easy to visualize. One disadvantage of the n-cube version
of the networks is that the degree per node does grow with log N. A fixed degree version
of the n-cube replaces each vertex with a ring of trivalent nodes. This version is called
"cube connected cycles."
Banyan And Delta Networks
One claimed advantage of the n-cube network is the presence of redundant paths. This
is also a disadvantage in the sense that redundancy adds to cost. The SW-Banyan
networks are a class of logarithmic networks that contain exactly one path between any
input/output pair. Delta networks are a subclass of Banyan network with particularly
simple routing.
Hashnets
A final proposed answer to the question of network topology is to give up and connect
everything randomly. A random network performs relatively well compared to other
proposed networks, which indicates how poor our current understanding actually is.
The primary advantage of hashnets, as random interconnection network have been
called, is that they can be analyzed probabilistically. There is still a problem when
such a network is used in multiple passes. They are also fault tolerant.
3.5 Choosing A Routing Algorithm
Along with choosing a topology for the network, we must choose an algorithm for
moving information through it. This is called the routing algorithm, One important
decision here is whether the network is to be "packet-switched" or "circuit-switched,"
The difference here is like the difference between the post office and the telephone
system. The post office corresponds to packet switching where users of the network
communicate by transmission of addressed packets, The routing and flow of the pack-
ets at any given time depends on the pattern of communication. In a circuit-switched
system, like the telephone system, two users establish a connection and are then free to
communicate for as long as the connection remains established, In a circuit-switched
system the routing algorithm is executed relatively rarely, when new connections are
created. Connections, once established, stay in place whether the cells are actively ex-
changing messages or not. In a packet-switched system a new route is chosen each time
a message is transmitted, so the same cells may communicate over different routes at
different times. The primary advantage of circuit-switched systems is that the routing
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algorithm is run relatively rarely, so the routing overhead may be less. The primary
advantage of a packet-switched system is that a connection consumes network resources
(wires and routers) only when a message is actually being sent.
Another choice in routing algorithms is adaptive versus non-adaptive algorithms.
The issue here is whether the path of a message through the network is determined
solely by its source and destination (non-adaptive), or whether it can be influenced
by the presence of other messages in the network (adaptive). Adaptive algorithms
have, at least potentially, higher performance because they are operating under fewer
constraints. But they are usually more complex and more difficult to analyze.
One additional consideration in choosing a routing algorithm is ease of analysis.
Again this tends to be in conflict with some of the other goals. Many of the networks
that appear to work well in practice or simulation seem difficult to study with analytical
tools. Worst-case performance, which is is usually the easiest to calculate, is often
misleading because the worst case happens so seldom as to be unimportant. Random
case analysis is also unenlightening, since the patterns of communication that occur
in practice are highly non-random. The typical case depends on the problem being
solved, so it is hard to even characterize, much less analyze.
One example of the tradeoff between ease of analysis and performance is the choice
of adaptive versus non-adaptive algorithms. Another example is Valiant's method of
probabilistically converting all patterns to the random case, at a factor of two cost in
speed. This is accomplished by sending first to a random location, and then from there
to the final destination, If the communications pattern has any locality, this random.
ization will destroy it, so the cost may be far more than a factor of two. Applying the
randomization transformation will create a network that is easy to analyze, but more
than twice as slow.
3.6 Local versus Shared Control
Another implementation question in designing a Connection Machine is how much
memory and control logic should be duplicated in each processor/memory cell as op-
posed to being shared centrally. The two extreme answers can be characterized as mul-
tiple instruction multiple data (MIMD) and single instruction multiple data (SIMD),
but there are many intermediate possibilities. The Connection Machine was originally
conceived as a MIMD machine, but the first prototype is SIMD. The differences are
less profound than they might at first appear.
In a SIMD machine there is a single instruction stream which is broadcast to all of
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the processor/memory cells simultaneously. Each processor has the option of executing
the instruction or ignoring it, depending on its own internal state. Thus, while every
processing element does not necessarily execute the same sequence of instructions, each
processor is presented with the same sequence. Processors not executing must "wait
out" while the active processors execute. In a MIMD machine, each processor has its
own independent instruction stream.
It is clear that a SIMD implementation of a Connection Machine can do anything
that a MIMD implementation can and vice versa. The question is which is faster for a
given amount of hardware. This depends on what level of instructions are being issued
from the host computer or, to put it another way, on how much work each processor does
between synchronization steps. For simple operations, say "a+" in Connection Machine
Lisp, the instruction issued by the host may correspond directly to the instruction
executed by the processor. This is the SIMD case. An intermediate case would be
a function like "aCONS" which would require some independent interpretation on the
part of each processor. In the extreme MIMD case, the host would issue a very high
level command, like "aEVAL," which could cause each processor to execute a completely
different computation. Part of the tradeoff between shared and local control depends
on which programming style is more common.
To execute a command from the host like "aEVAL," each processing cell would ef-
fectively need its own program to interpret. This could be stored locally or accessed
through the communications network. Different processors would have different pro-
grams. Each processing element would use a location in its local memory to point to
the portion of the program being executed. In a SIMD implementation, the shared
instruction stream would direct each processing element to fetch the expression being
evaluated, and then broadcast the sequence of instructions necessary to evaluate every
possible type of expression. In a MIMD implementation, each processor would only
need to execute the sequence of instructions relevant to its particular expression.
Even for this interpretation task, it is not clear which type of implementation would
have the advantage, A full MIMD machine would need to fetch fewer instructions per
processor, but would require either a separate program memory for each processing
element, or alternatively, it would need to move the instructions through the switching
network. The former solution is extremely costly; the latter is slow. Even paying
the cost of duplicated control memory does not necessarily result in a machine that
is faster than its SLMD counterpart. In order to preserve memory, a MIMD machine
would have to place a much higher premium on the space efficiency of the code. This
leads to a greater execution time. For example, the prototype Connection Machine,
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a SIMD implementation, uses a 96-bit-wide instruction word. A million cell MIMD
machine with this wide an instruction would require more than 10' bits of instruction
to be transferred through the interconnection network on each instruction cycle. This
would be extremely inefficient if the 96-bit instruction were to specify, say, only a single
bit operation, Most of the memory bandwidth, and thereby most of the power of the
machine, would be used in fetching instructions. The only way a MIMD machine would
be practical is with more powerful and more compact instructions. This would incur a
cost in both the speed and the complexity of the processor. The argument holds even
if the memory is shared and accessed through the communication network, although
in this case the scarce resource is communications bandwidth rather than memory.
One potential problem with a simple-instruction wide-word SIMD implementation,
is that the host may not be able to provide instructions as quickly as the processors
can execute them. This problem can be alleviated by placing a special purpose micro-
controller between the host and the Connection Machine itself. The microcontroller
effectively acts as a bandwidth amplifier for the instruction stream by interpreting
relatively high level instructions from the host and converting them to sequences of
the simpler instructions that are executed directly by the processors. For example,
on a Connection Machine with serial ALUs, the host might specify a 32-bit addition
sequence by a single command to the microcontroller, which would translate into the
32 individual bit operations to be executed directly by the cells. The microcontroller
also allows critical control functions to be implemented in shared hardware rather than
by repeated hardware in the individual processors or by the software in the host.
3.7 Fault Tolerance
Since a Connection Machine can potentially have an extremely large number of compo-
nents, much larger than a conventional machine, even the high reliability of available
microelectronic components may not be sufficient to ensure the overall reliability of
the system. A machine with, say, 100 billion active components cannot reasonably be
expected to operate reliably without some form of fault tolerance. There are really two
issues here: "soft failures" and "hard defects," Soft failures are dynamic errors in the
system that occur during the course of a computation. An example of a commonly
used method for identifying and correcting soft failures is the error correction circuitry
used on dynamic memory. These methods are applicable to the Connection Machine
also, Hard defects are nonfunctional components created by burnouts or manufacturing
errors.
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Since the Connection Machine architecture has natural units of redundancy in the
processor/memory and router cells, implementations can be constructed with the ca-
pability of reconfiguring so as to continue operation even when cells fail. To implement
such a system each processor would need the ability of testing its neighboring pro-
cessors and associated routers. Once a defective processor or router was identified it
could be effectively isolated from the system by adjusting the behavior of all the router
cells through which the defective cell communicates. A processor could be isolated,
for example, by ignoring all messages that come from it. The system would also need
to ensure that the isolated processor/memory cell was not built into any active data
structures, so the storage allocation mechanism would have to take into account the
presence of defective cells. This will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 6. Similar
techniques may be used to isolate defective routers or wires. In this case all routers
that communicate with the defective component must not only ignore any messages
that come from it, but also ensure that any message that would normally pass through
it are redirected. This assumes, of course, that the topology of the communications
network includes redundant paths.
3.8 Input/Output and Secondary Storage
As in a conventional machine, it is important that a Conn%_ tion Machine implemen-
tation support a balance of processing and input/output. For some applications, in-
put/output bandwidth may actually dominate the performance of the machine; for
example, in simple image processing of high resolution satellite or radar data. In other
applications it may critical to move data in and out of secondary storage; as, for exam-
ple, in a database retrieval system. The success of an implementation depends on how
well it fits all aspects of the application, not just the processing. The input/output per-
formance can become extremely important, particularly if this portion of the machine
is poorly designed.
Fortunately, the Connection Machine architecture provides two natural possibili-
ties for high-bandwidth input/output ports: through the communications network or
directly to the individual processors. The former solution is more flexible, the lat-
ter simpler. Even with a one-bit channel per processor, a reasonable size Connection
Machine can transfer data at a rate much higher than can be supported by conven-
tional peripherals, so the difficult problem is in the design of the peripherals. This goes
beyond the scope of this discussion.
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3.9 Synchronous versus Asynchronous Design
In most modern machine designs the operation of all components is synchronized to
a single central clock. The primary reason for this is simplicity of design. One prob-
lem with synchronous clocking is that as machines grow physically larger it becomes
increasingly difficult to synchronize the components in different parts of the machine.
The signal propagation skews between one part of the machine and another becomes
significant. Also, there is some time penalty for synchronization, since all components
must operate at the speed of the slowest. An additional argument against synchronous
design is that it is fundamentally impossible to incorporate asynchronous real world
input without introducing the possibility of synchronizer failures.
How does the Connection Machine architecture affect the issue of synchronous ver-
sus asynchronous design? On one hand, it raises the possibilities of running into some
of the limitations of synchronous design by allowing the possibility of constructing arbi-
trarily large machines. On the other hand, it alleviates some of these problems through
the uniformity of its architecture. Although a Connection Machine may be very large,
the local neighborhoods over which synchronization must be maintained are limited by
the topology of the communications network, synchronization needs only to be main-
tained locally, between directly communicating components, rather than globally over
the entire machine. Also, since all components are essentially identical, operating at
the speed of the slowest is no great penalty. These factors seem to favor synchronous
design.
3.10 Numeric versus Symbolic Processing
What is the difference between a "number cruncher" and a computer designed for
processing symbols? There is a real distinction here, since many architectures operate
extremely well for one type of operations and poorly for the other, and a few perform
reasonably well at both. All data operated upon by a computer is internally represented
as numbers, so it is not exactly a distinction between numbers and symbols, but between
different types of numbers and different mixes of operations upon them. Number
crunchers are optimized primarily for arithmetic operations on large, usually floating
point, numbers. in a typical symbolic application, multiplies and divides are rare and
floating point numbers are even rarer. Symbolic processors are optimized instead for
memory reference, flow control, and secondarily for logical/arithmetic operations upon
small variable-length fixed-point numbers. In a typical symbolic application a large
percentage of the machine's time is spent in the overhead of subroutine calls, set up
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for nonlocal exits, context switching, and other operations of control.
There is also a difference between symbolic and numeric computation in the com-
plexity of data structures. In symbolic applications data structures tend to be complex
linked pointer patterns, scattered through memory. In numeric applications the most
common data structure is a linearly allocated array or vector. This regularity allows
for the efficient use of vector operations.
In a Connection Machine these issues affect the optimal implementation of both the
processor/memory cell and the communications network. If the intended applications
for the machine involve intensive use of floating point numbers then the individual
processing element may require special floating point hardware. If it is intended for
symbolic applications then the ability to manipulate small variable length fields be-
comes important. These tradeoffs are very similar to those made in the conventional
computer, except that in the Connection Machine the cost of any hardware added per
processor must be multiplied by the number of processors, so the addition of each
feature is more expensive. In the communications section of the machine, the nu-
meric/symbolic distinction is significant primarily because of the relative regularity of
communications patterns that are likely to occur. The numeric patterns tend to be
more structured and the symbolic patterns tend to be more random. Some intercon-
nection network designs perform well on one type of pattern but not the other.
3.11 Scalability and Extendability
One advantage of the Connection Machine architecture is that potentially it allows sig-
nificant increases in the size of the machine without significant redesign of the compo-
nents. The architecture is scalable. It should be possible to build Connection Machines
that are ten or even hundreds of times larger than existing machines, at a comparable
increase in cost. It is even possible to build a Connection Machine that is incrementally
scalable, that is, extendable. Such a machine can be expanded by adding additional
processor/memory communications units into an existing machine in much the same
way that additional memory units may be added to a conventional computer. If the
system is designed correctly the machine could be extended in this way without even
a change in software.
Scalable and extendable machines have a potential cost advantage because they are
made of large numbers of replicated parts which can be mass produced efficiently and
also because the design cost can be amortized over larger numbers of configuration.
The disadvantage of a scalable machine is that the extra "hooks" left for expansion,
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such as extra bits in the address space or extra connectors on the backplane add to the
cost and complexity of design.
3.12 Evaluating Success
Given this wide range of options for implementing a Connection Machine, how can
we effectively compare and evaluate various alternate designs? Part of the answer
is very hard and depends on how well the implementation matches what problems.
This question probably has no simple answer, except where one implementation can
efficiently simulate another. But there is another part of the answer that is easier
to measure. Does the implementation have sufficient raw computing power? Such
power will not be of much use if it cannot be efficiently applied to a problem, but it is
worth checking to see if the power is there to be applied at all. This section suggests
some simple measures of raw computing power. It does not attempt to answer the
application-specific questions or the more general question of range of applicability.
Measure I: Size of Memory
This should be the least controversial of the measures. A machine cannot solve a
problem if it cannot hold it. Memory is measured in bits, so a machine with 8K of
64-bit words is equivalent under this measure to a machine with 64K of 8-bit words.
The one thing that may cause evaluation problems is how to count various forms of
secondary storage. Do we count the secondary storage on a machine with virtual cells?
This decisions can be made either way, but a consistent definition of memory should
be used for all performance measures for a given machine. For most implementations
it is appropriate to count only the amount of random access memory.
Measure II: Memory Bandwidth
Having defined memory, the definition of memory bandwidth is straightforward. How
many bits can be moved to and from the memory per second? A bit counts as being
moved from the memory if it is stored in another memory, or fed to a processing cell!
Similarly, a bit only counts as moving to the memory if a new value is written over an
old one. This prevents, for example, the inclusion of refresh cycles into the memory
bandwidth calculation.
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Measure III: Processing Bandwidth
How many bits go into and out of arithmetic-logic units per second? Here there is no
distinction as to whether the operations being performed are simple booleans or floating
point multiplies. We are not trying to measure the quality of the instruction set. Again
the count is of bits, not words, so a serial machine with a 10 nanosecond ALU cycle
time, will count the same as a 100-bit machine with a I microsecond cycle. Also all
the bits going in and out to the arithmetic-logic unit are counted, so a machine that
can operate with four ALU inputs and two outputs will count as twice the measure of
a similar machine with two inputs and one output. This measure differs from memory
bandwidth only if there is some kind of local caching or registers.
Measure IV: Communication Bandwidth
For many applications, the performance of the machine is limited by the communica-
tions requirements between the individual processing elemcnts. The communications
bandwidth is intended to be a measure of this capacity. Communications bandwidth
is defined as the total memory size of the machine divided by the timc required to
perform an arbitrary permutation on all bits in the memory. For most machines this
number will depend considerably on the permutation, so it makes sense to ask to look
at both the average and the worst case. For particular applications it may also make
sense to ask about particular classes of permutations, such as two-dimensional grid
permutations, or a perfect shuffle permutation of 32-bit words.
Measure V: Input and Output Bandwidth
These are calculated in a manner analogous to memory bandwidth. Bandwidth to
secondary storage is included.
These measures provide a simple mechanism for comparing one Connection Ma-
chine implementation. They may even provide a way of comparing computers in gen-
eral, especially parallel computers. Notice that all of the measures may make sense
even for a single processor machine. Communications bandwidth, as defined, would be
proportional to memory bandwidth for a conventional processor. For idealized paral-
lel machines with shared memory, like Schwartz's "Paracomputer," [Schwartz} all the
numbers would scale linearly with the number of processors. This fits well with our
intuitive measure of computing power. Unfortunately, these measures do not address
the more interesting and difficult questions of "How well can this power be applied to a
given application?" or "Over what range of applications is the architecture efficient?"
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Simple answers to these questions will be hard to find.
3.13 Bibliographic Notes for Chapter 3
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For a discussion of the merits of synchronous versus asynchronous design and the
local synchronization see [Seitz]. The relative merits of SIMD versus MIMD versus
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Chapter 4
The Prototype
This chapter describes a specific Connection Machine implementation, a 64K prototype
machine currently being constructed at Thinking Machines Corporation, Cambridge,
Massachusetts. The prototype is called the CM-1. Its primary purposes are to evalute
the Connection Machine architecture and to provide a tool for the development of
software. Speed of operation was not a primary design goal; instead, the emphasis
was on flexibility. We were interested in evaluating the architecture, not the quirks
of a particular implementation. Many of the functions were implemented in a general
elegant form, even at a cost in speed.
The CM-1 contains 64K (216) cells, each with 4K (212) bits of memory and a simple
serial arithmetic logic unit. The processors are connected by a packet-switched network
based on a boolean n-cube topology, using an adaptive routing algorithm. All proces-
sors execute instructions from a single stream, generated by a microcontroller under
the direction of a conventional host. The machine, including the microcontroller, pro-
cessor/memory cells, and communication network are all packaged into a cube roughly
1.3 meters on a side.
In conventional terms, the machine has a peak instruction rate (32-bit additions)
of about 1000 MIPS (millions of instructions per second). In terms of the evaluation
criteria set forth at the end of the last chapter, the machine measures as follows:
* Size of Memory: 2.5 x 108 bits
e Memory Bandwidth: 2.0 x 10" bits per second
e Processor Bandwidth: 3.3 x 10" bits per second
* Communications Bandwidth:
- Worst Case: a 3.2 x i07 bits per second
- Typical Case: a 1.0 x io9 bits per second
- 2-D Pattern: e 3.3 x 1010 bits per second
- FFT Pattern: ~ 5.0 x 1010 bits per second
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9 Input/Output Bandwidth: 5.0 x 108 bits per second
This chapter will describe in detail the design of the processor/memory cell and
the design of the interconnection network. It will also describe the operation of the
microcontroller and give an overview of the packaging of the system.
4.1 The Chip
The key component from which CM-1 is constructed is a custom designed VLSI chip
which contains 16 processor cells and one router unit of the packet switch communi-
cations network. It contains three principal sections: the control unit, the processor
array, and the router. The control unit decodes nano-instructions coming in over the
instruction pins and produces signals that control the operation of the processor and
the router. All actions of the control unit are synchronized to an externally supplied
clock. There are 16 individual serial processing units on the chip. Under direction of
the control unit these processing elements take data from external memory, perform
arithmetic and logical operations on the data, and store the results back in memory.
All transfers to and from memory take place over the bidirectional memory pins. Each
processor has its own set of internal flags for storing intermediate bits of state during
a computation.
The router is responsible for routing messages between chips and delivering them
to the destination specified by the address. The router communicates with the routers
of other chips through the bidirectional cube pins. The router has three sections: the
injector which transmits new messages into the network, the heart which forwards
messages between chips, and the ejector which receives and delivers messages to the
appropriate processing element. The router also has a direct connection to the off-chip
memory, through the memory pins, which it uses for buffering messages. All operations
of the router are controlled by the control unit.
There is also a second grid-like communications system provided on the chip for
local or highly-structured communications patterns. This communication system does
not involve the router. Instead each processor communicates directly with its North,
East, West and South neighbors. On-chip the processors are connected in a 4 x 4 grid.
This two-dimensional grid pattern may be extended across multiple chips by connecting
the NE WS pins of adjacent chips.
The chip provides two different mechanisms for returning information to the mi-
crocontroller. First, the external memory may be read back over the instruction pins.
Second, any of the 16 processing elements may assert a signal to be sent back over the
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global pin or the error pin. The signal sent off the chip is the logical OR of the asser-
tions of the individual processors. In addition to the main blocks described above, the
chip also contains circuitry for checking various parities, correcting errors in memory,
and diagnosing faults within the chip.
The processor/router chip is implemented on CMOS die about one square cen-
timeter in area. There are approximately 50,000 active devices. The chip dissipates
approximately one watt of power running at a clock rate of four megahertz. It is
packaged in a 68-pin square ceramic carrier.
Each Connection Machine chip has associated with it 4K x 4 static memory chips.
This unit of one Connection Machine chip and four memory chips accounts for more
than 90 percent of the circuitry of the Connection Machine. Thirty-two of these units
are packaged onto a single printed circuit board, called a module. Each module contains
512 processor/memory cells. The modules are plugged into backplanes of 16 modules
each. And two of these backplanes are mounted into a single rack. Four racks are
placed together into roughly the shape of a cube to form the 64K-processor machine.
The hierarchy of the packaging follows closely the topology of the boolean n-cube.
The first five dimensions of the cube are connected within a module, the next four within
a backplane, and the final three within the racks. Each of the twelve edges of this top-
level cube consists of 8,192 signal ground pairs. These signals are run on controlled
impedance flat cables. The remaining dimensions are connected on the printed circuitry
of the modules and backplanes. The machine is air-cooled and dissipates about 12,000
watts when operating on a four megahertz clock.
4.2 The Processor Cell
The individual processing cell of the CM-1 is extremely simple. It has only 8 bits of
internal state information (flags). All of its data paths are only one bit wide. A block
diagram of the processing element is shown in Figure 4.1.
The basic operation of the processing element is to read two bits from the external
memory and one flag, combine them according to a specified logical operation producing
two bits of results, and write the resulting bits into the external memory and an internal
flag respectively. This sequence of operations requires three clock cycles, one for each
reference to the external memory. During these three clock cycles the microcontroller
specifie3 the following parameters of the operation.
* A -address (12 bits) specifies the external memory address from which the first
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Figure 4.1; Block diagram of a single Connection Machine processing element
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bit is read. This is also the address to which the memory output of the Arith-
metic/Logic Unit is written.
* B-address (12 bits) specifies the external memory address from which the second
bit is read.
* Read-Flag (4 bits) specifies one of the 16 (8 general purpose, 8 special purpose)
flags from which the "F" input of the Arithmetic/Logic Unit is to be taken.
* Write-Flag (4 bits) specifies one of the 16 flags to which the flag output of the
Arithmetic/Logic Unit is written,
" Condition-Flag (4 bits) specifies which of the flags is to be used to conditionalize
the operation (see "Conditionalization").
" Condition Sense (1 bit) selects either the "1" or the "0" condition for instruc-
tion execution.
" Memory Truth Table (8 bits) specifies which of the 256 possible boolean func-
tions is to be used to compute the memory output from the three inputs to the
Arithmetic/Logic Unit,
" Flag Truth Table (8 bits) specifies which of the 256 possible boolean func-
tions is to be used to compute the flag output from the three inputs to the
Arithmetic/Logic Unit.
" NEWS Direction (2 bits) specifies whether data is to move across the two-
dimensional grid in a North, East, West, or South direction during this instruc-
tion. (This path is used for input/output.)
The parameters listed above may be specified in any combination.'This results in
an extremely simple but overly general instruction set. For example, it is possible to
specify any of the 65,536 (23) possible Arithmetic/Logic Unit functions for three inputs
or two outputs by giving the truth tables for the memory and flag outputs. This allows
not only the specification of the standard arithmetical and logical functions, such as
add, subtract, and or and xor, but also thousands of relatively useless variants, Thi5
is an example of the kind of generality provided by the prototype. Rather than try to
guess which operations would be most useful, we have included them all. Obviously
this type of generality incurs a cost, in this case in the speed of the Arithmetic/Logic
Unit and in the width of the microcode (pins and wires). On future machines it will
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probably be desirable to optimize with a more restricted instruction set. Notice that
with the current scheme, however, that the Connection Machine processor cell is the
ultimate reduced instruction set (RISC) computer, with only one extremely powerful
instruction.
Conditionalization
All processors receive the same instruction from the control unit but a processor has
the option of executing an instruction or not, depending on the internal state of one of
the processor flags9 The CONDITION-FLAG parameter specifies which flag is to be
used for this purpose and the CONDITION-SENSE parameter specifies how this flag
is to be interpreted. If the condition sense parameter is a "0," then the flag must be
a "0" in order for the instruction to be executed. If the condition sense is "1," then
the flag must be "1" also. Conditionalization is done on a per processor basis, so that
some processors may write a new value, while others do not.
The Flags
There are sixteen flags associated with each processor. Eight of these flag are general
purpose one-bit registers. They have no predefined function imposed by the hardware
and are typically used for storing things like the carry bit between successive cycles of
a serial addition operation. The other eight flags in the processing element have special
purposes assigned by the hardware. Some can be read and written, like the general
purpose flags. Others can only be read. These flags provide the interface between
the processing element and the router and between processing elements via the North,
East, West, South (NEWS) connections.
The following flags have special functions:
* NEWS Flag: This flag contains information written from the FLAG OUTPUT
of the Arithmetic/Logic Unit of the North, East, West, or South neighbor. Which
one depends on the NEWS-DIRECTlON parameter to the instruction.
* Cube Flag: This flag reads directly off one of the cube pins connecting to
other chips. This allows the programmer to bypass the router and access ni-
cube neighbors directly in much the same way as the NEWS flag accesses the
two-dimensional neighbors. This is used primarily for diagnosis.
* Router-Data Flag: This flag is used for sending data to and receiving data
from the router, The format of the message passing through this flag is essentially
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address followed by data (see "The Router").
* Router-Acknowledge Flag: This read-only flag is a handshaking bit sent back
from the router to acknowledge the successful transmission of a message,
* Daisy-Chain Flag: This read-only flag reads the flag output of the proces-
sor ahead on the on-chip daisy chain. It effectively allows the 16 on-bit pro-
cessor/memory on a chip to be connected together into a single 16-bit proces-
sor/memory cell.
* Long-Parity Flag: This writable flag automatically keeps track of the parity
of the data in a processor's external memory. It is used in conjunction with the
short parity bit stored in external memory to allow single bit error correction
within the memory.
* Input Flag: Reads the reserved input pin of the chip.
* Zero Flag: This read-only flag will always read a "0." By convention, operations
which do not write a flag specify the zero flag in the write flag parameter.
These special purpose flags and the eight general purpose flags are accessible to the
programmer through microcode, but are not visible from the macro-code.
4.3 The Topology
Each router handles the messages for 16 processing cells. The communications network
of the CM-1 is formed by 4,096 routers connected by 24,576 bidirectional wires. The
routers are wired in the pattern of a boolean n-cube.
The address of the routers within the network depend on their relative position
within the n-cube. Assume that the 4,096 routers have addresses 0 through 4,095.
Then the router with address i will be connected to the router with address j if and
only if Ji - j| = 2k, for some integer k. In this case, we say the routers are connected
"along the k-th dimension." Geometrically, the boolean n-cube may be interpreted as
a generalization of a cube to an n-dimensional euclidean space. Each dimension of the
space corresponds to one bit position in the address. An edge of the cube pointing
along the k-th dimension connects two vertices whose addresses differ by 2k, that is,
they differ in the k-th bit of the address! Since any two 12-bit addresses differ in no
more than 12 bits, then any vertex of the cube can be reached from any other by
travelling over no more than 12 edges9 Any router is no more than 12 wires away from
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any other router, Smaller networks may be constructed by deleting nodes from the
12-cube. Networks with more than 2" nodes would require a larger router, although
it would be a simple extension of the current design.
The operations of the router may be divided into five categories: injection, delivery,
forwarding, buffering, and referral, The 16 processors which a router serves may send
new messages into the network by the process of injection. Messages may also come in
from other routers. Some of these messages may be destined for other procesors served
by the router. The process by which a router removes a message from the network
and sends it to the processcr for which it is destined is called delivery. If an injected
message is going somewhere outside the cluster of 16, it must be forwarded. Incoming
messages may also need forwarding. If several messages want to be forwarded over the
same wire they may need to be buffered by the router. Buffering may also be necessary
if several messages need to be delivered at once. If the buffer is full, then the router
may need to refer a message to another router. This process is similar to forwarding
except that it may not bring a message closer to its final destination.
The algorithm used by the router may be broken into repeating cycles called petit
cycles. Each petit cycle may be further composed into 12 dimension cycles, one for
each dimension of the router. During a petit cycle, messages are moved across each of
the 12 dimensions in sequence. Each of these motions along a single dimension is called
a dimension cycle. In a boolean n-cube a message can be no more than one step away
from its destination per dimension, so all messages will be delivered within a single
petit cycle unless they are delayed by traffic. Messages that are delayed by traffic will
be delayed by at least one full petit cycle, since there is only one chance to move along
each dimension during a petit cycle.
The injection process involves a simple handshake between processor and router.
A processor initiates a message by sending a valid message packet to its router data
flag in the format shown in Figure 4.2, consisting of an address, followed by a "1" for
formatting, followed by the data, followed by a parity bit. The data portion of the
message may be of any length as long as the lengths of all the messages simultaneously
in the network are the same. The router may accept or reject a message based on its
current loading. This information is then transmitted back to the processor via the
router acknowledge flag. If a message is rejected then the processor will attempt to
retransmit it at a later time.
Message injection can be initiated by a processor at the beginning of each petit
cycle. The number of messages accepted by a router during a petit cycle will depend
on the number of buffers that it had free at the begining of the petit cycle. A router
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P data (m bits) I address (12 bits )
Figure 4.2: Message format
will accept no more messages than it has free buffers, and in no case will it accept no
more than four messages in a single petit cycle.
The address of a message may be divided into three portions:
" the address of the processor within a router cluster,
" the address of the router, and
* the address of the memory within the processor.
Except for delivery, the router is only concerned with the router portion of the
address. This portion is specified relative to the address of router in which the message
currently resides. For example, when the address is "0" then the message is to be
delivered to one of the directly connected processors. If the address is "000001000100"
then it must move across two wires to reach its destination. Each time a message
is moved from one router to another, the address is updated to maintain its relative
address with respect to its destination. Since each bit of the address corresponds to
one dimension of the n-cube, each time a message moves along a dimension, one bit of
the address must change. When the address becomes "0," the message has arrived.
During the first dimension cycle the router may choose a single message to be sent
across the wire corresponding to dimension "0." In general, during the k-th dimension
cycle each node chooses a message to be sent across the k-th wire. A node makes this
choice by looking at the k-th bit of each message. Any message with a "1" in the
k-th bit needs to move along the k-th dimension. The router searches all messages it
has, including newly injected messages, messages buffered from a previous petit cycle,
and messages that arrive during earlier dimension cycles of the current petit cycle. The
router searches them in order so that if there are several messages with the k-th address
bit set, the one that has been at the node the longest will have the highest priority.
The chosen message, if there is one, will be sent along the wire k-th direction, with the
k-th address bit complemented to preserve address relativity.
During a petit cycle this process of choosing a message is repeated 12 times, once
for each dimension. All messages will be taken to their final destinations unless they
are delayed by traffic. For example, if there were only one message, it would never be
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delayed and would always reach its destination in a single petit cycle. When there are
many messages in the network, several messages will often need to travel over the same
wire. All but one will be delayed, so it may take some messages several petit cycles
to reach their destinations. If a message is blocked along some dimension, it can make
progress along other dimensions during the same cycle, but since a message may only
move along the k-th dimension during the k-th dimension cycle, a blocked message
must be delayed by at least a full message cycle. (Remember that the dimensions are
completely orthogonal, so that no amount of motion in other dimensions can compen-
sate for a missing step along a particular direction. A blocked message will have to
wait for the next opportunity to move in the blocked dimension, which comes a full
petit cycle later.)
Each message is checked for a zero router address at the end of a petit cycle.
Messages with zero addresses have arrived and are delivered to the processor. If a node
has messages with non-zero addresses, or if it has too many zero-addressed messages to
deliver at once, these messages are held in a buffer until the next petit cycle. Messages
delayed by higher priority messages during the preceding petit cycle will have non-zero
addresses.
As we have described the algorithm so far, a message can only move towards its
destination. Since at least one message at each node is guaranteed to make progress
each cycle (the message of highest priority) the network as a whole will always make
progress. It is easy to see that if we stop injecting new messages into the network
all pending messages will be delivered within a number of cycles proportional to the
number of pending messages. Assume there are k messages in the network, The
maximum distance between routers in the network is 12, so the total distance of all
messages from their respective destinations cannot be greater than 12k. Since messages
never move away from their destinations and since at least one message per occupied
router must make progress each cycle, total distance must decrease by at least one
message each cycle. Within 12k cycles it must reach zero, in which case all messages
must be at their destination.
A problem with the algorithm as described so far is that there is no obvious bound
on the number of messages that may need to be buffered at a node between petit cycles.
The router is hardware-limited to a fixed buffer capacity. The number of buffers (seven
in the GM-I) is large enough that the router will almost never run short of storage, but
an additional mechanism has been provided for dealing with the overflow case when
it happens. This mechanism is called referral. When a router's buffers become full,
excess messages are referred over unused wires to adjoining routers. Since there are as
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many outgoing as incoming wires it is always possible to find an unused wire on which
to refer a message.
The referral process works like this. During a petit cycle a node may receive up to
12 incoming messages, one during each dimension cycle. The algorithm assumes that
this worst case will happen. Let k be the number of empty buffers at the beginning of
the petit cycle. As long as at least 12 - k messages are sent away from the router it
will be able to buffer the remainder. The router can receive messages during the first
k dimension cycles without danger of overflow, since it will always have the option of
forcing out a message during each of the 12 - k remaining cycles. Let j be the number
of messages the router sends out during these k cycles. These transmissions allow the
router to wait an additional j dimension cycles before forcing messages. More messages
may be transmitted during these j cycles, postponing the problem even further.
In general, the router is safe on the i-th cycle if the number of free buffers plus the
number of messages it has sent out is greater then 12 - i. Whenever this condition
fails, the router must send a message out every wire on every dimension cycle for the
remainder of the petit cycle. This is accomplished by forcing out the lowest priority
message the message that most recently arrived, whenever none of the other messages
need to move over the current dimension. In other words, the lowest priority message
may be referred to another router. The referred message will still contain the address
of its intended destination, so it will be delivered.
The referred message will have an address bit complemented from a "0" to a "1." In
other words, the message moves one step farther from its destination. Simulations indi-
cate that this occasional backstep is not a significant performance problem. However,
it does invalidate the argument for a linear time bound given above, which depends
on the monotonic property of the routing algorithm. We leave this as an unsolved
problem.
The same mechanisms that route a message around a busy wire can be used to
delete defective nodes and wires from the system. All wires leading to a deleted node
are simply declared to be permanently busy by its neighbors. Any transmissions coming
from the deleted node are ignored. We must also assume that there are no messages
destined for the deleted node. Under this assumption, any message that wishes to travel
over one of the falsely-busy wires will also have other directions in which it wishes to
travel, so it will not get stuck. The referral mechanism continues to work, because
although we have removed a possible direction of referral, we have also removed a
source of messages. Defective wires may also be effectively deleted by deleting a node
at one end of the wire.
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When a message finally reaches its destination router it is delivered to the appro-
priate processor by writing into the processor's memory. The number of messages that
a router can deliver during a single petit cycle depends on how multiple messages trav-
elling to the same memory are to be combined. If no two messages are destined to the
same address, or if it is acceptable to combine the data of colliding messages by an
inclusive-or operation, then up to seven messages may be delivered simultaneously. If
some other combining function is desired, for example, adding the data fields, then the
router will only deliver one message at a time. Both modes of operation are supported.
4.4 Routing Performance
The performance of the routing algorithm is dependent on the number and pattern
of messages. The traffic on the wires between the routers tends to be the limiting
factor, although for extremely local message patterns the communications bandwidth
may be limited by the maximum rate of injection; and near the end of a delivery cycle
the maximum rate of delivery becomes important. We will discuss the three cases
separately.
Bandwidth Limited Message Patterns
In the case of random or non-local message patterns, the average delivery rate will
be slightly less than two messages per node per petit cycle. It may be shown that
it cannot be greater than this by counting the number of wires used, The distance
that a message must travel in the network is equal to the number of "1" bits in the
relative address. A random message will contain n/2 "1"s in the addresses where n is
the number of address bits and N = 2" is the number of routers.
A maximum of one message can travel over a wire each petit cycle, and only one bit
in the address of a message can change per wire over which it travels. Since there are
nN = n2' wires, the maximum rate at which the network can change "1"s into "O"s
is n2" bits per petit cycle. Since the network has limited storage, the number of "1"s
cannot grow arbitrarily large, so after some startup time the maximum injection rate
of "1"s cannot be greater than n2"' per cycle, or nt per node per cycle. Since a random
message has an average of n/2 "1" bits, there must not be more than two injected per
cycle.
We may use this number to calculate the maximum sustained bandwidth of the
network for random messages. A petit cycle for a k-bit message requires k machine
cycles, plus some overhead. By making the messages long, we may make the overhead
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insignificant. (Even for the smallest messages it is less than 50 percent). A machine
cycle takes about 5 x 10-7 seconds. Since a maximum of 2 x N = 2 nt1, k-bit mes-
sages are passing into the network each petit cycle, the maximum steady-state network
bandwidth is:
bits k x 2n+1 2n+1
seconds k x 5 x 10-7 5 x 10-7
This upper bound does not take into account two potential inefficiencies. First,
it may be impossible to use every wire in every cycle. Second, if the buffers fill, a
message will actually have to take a step away from its destination. We may make
this arbitrarily unlikely by deliberately running the network lightly loaded, Including a
loading factor in the calculation also takes into account the unused wires, Experiments
show that a realistic loading factor is 50 percent. That is about half of the wires unused
on each cycle. Thus, the true bandwidth is more like 106 x 2"-1:
.5 x i2+j1 = 106 x 2n+1 bits/second
15 X 107
Thus, for the 4K-router prototype, sustained random-message bandwidth is about
1010 bits per second. This number fits well with the results of the simulation.
Local Message Patterns
If the messages tend to be local, that is, if the average number of "1"s per address is less
than n/2, the bandwidth may be increased. If it increases sufficiently the maximum
rate of message injection per node may become a limiting factor. In the prototype, the
maximum injection rate is limited to no more than four messages per node per cycle.
Since wire loading is not the limitation, we do not need to add in an inefficiency factor
as in the random case, so we might expect the sustained bandwidth to be about four
times higher for local message patterns. Again, this agrees well with the simulation.
Since the local message pattern has higher bandwidth, it may be desirable, when
possible, to allocate storage in such a way as to localize communication. Several of the
storage allocation schemes discussed in Chapter 6 tend to do this. It is not, however,
always possible. The local neighborhood of a node is very small compared to the size
of the network. Almost all of the potential storage is an "average" distance away. The
number of nodes at distance d is (Q, so most of the nodes are at d = n/2.
Local message patterns do occur quite frequently in particular algorithms. For
example, in beta reduction each message has only a single "1" in the address. This
type of communications pattern is particularly simple, and is limited strictly by the
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injection rate to four messages per cycle. Many other patterns, including two- and
three-dimensional grids, butterflies, and trees have local embedding on an n-cube.
The Tail Message Pattern
The limitations on bandwidth given by the wire and injection limits apply when the
router is in a steady state. A typical message cycle involves sending a burst of messages.
There are two times when the interconnection network is not at all steady: at the
beginning and at the end of the burst. (See Figure 4.3.) During every start of a cycle
when the messages are entering an empty network the statistics of wire use and blockage
are favorable as compared with the steady state. Since this period does not last long, it
does not significantly affect the total time of the burst. The more important effect is at
the tail. Here the network is essentially delivery rate limited. The entire network waits
while the last few stragglers find their way home. The length of this tail will depend
on the total number of messages delivered to a node during a burst. Fortunately, in
regard to this statistic, even a "random" message pattern of the Connection Machine is
not truly random. This is because each router node serves a fixed number of processing
elements and each processing element only receives one (or sometimes two) messages
per burst. Thus the "random" message pattern is restricted to a pattern of messages,
called an h-permutation [Valiant], where no node can receive more than h messager, per
burst. Using this fact, it is easy to put an upper limit on the number of petit cycles in
the tail:
<mh
Tal< d
where m is the number of processors per node (16), h is the maximum number of
messages destined to each processor (typically one), and d is the maximum number of
deliveries per node per cycle (seven). We are assuming here that the wires are not a
limit, which is a realistic approximation during the lightly loaded tail period.
If we assume that the number of messages scale with the size of the network, for
a sufficiently large network bad cases are almost guaranteed to happen, If there are ni
processors per chip, each of which can receive a message with independent probability
F, then the probability P (tail kc) that one chip out of N will receive at least /k
messages is:
P(tail>2k)=1)- p(1- p)" ) Ne N )p
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Figure 4.3: A typical pattern of loading in the network over time during one delivery
cycle
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Thus, a bad case will almost always occur if:
tt:z)PVP > N
For the prototype n = 16 and N = 4096.
It is therefore relatively easy to estimate the delivery time for a large random
permutation of M messages by adding the steady state or injection time and the tail
time.
4.5 The Microcontroller
The host talks to the processor/memory cells through a microcontroller. The purpose
of the microcontroller is to act as a bandwidth amplifier between the host and the
processors. Since the processors execute an extremely simple bit-at-a-time instruction
set, they are able to execute instructions at a higher rate than the host would be
able to specify them. Instead, the host specifies higher level macro-instructions, which
are interpreted by the microcontroller to produce nano-instructions. It is the nano-
instructions that are executed directly by the processors. The instructions executed
by the microcontroller that specify how this interpretation is to take place are called
micro-instructions.
Thus, there are four instruction sets to be kept straight:
" host-instructions (executed by the host),
" macro-instructions (interpreted by the microcontroller),
* micro-instructions (executed by the microcontroller), and
* nano-instructions (executed by the individual processor memory cells).
The relationships for these four instruction sets are summarized inl Table 4.1. Only the
nano-instruction set is described in this document,
Between the host and the microcontroller are a pair of First-in/First-out buffers
(FIFO's) that buffer macro-instructions going to the microcontroller and data return-
ing to the host. These buffers allow the Connection Machine to operate asynchronously
from the host, They also allow the host and Connection Machine to maintain a higher
average instruction bandwidth when executing a mixture of simple and complex macro-
instructions. This is because simple macro-instructions can be executed by the Connec-
tion Machine more quickly than they can be generated by the host, whereas the reverse
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Table 4.1
Section Executes Produces
Host Host Code Macro Code
Microcontroller Micro Code Nano Code
CM Cell Nano Code Bits
is true for complex macro-instructions. The FIFO's allow the Connection Machine to
be kept busy as long as the average generation rate is as great as the average execution
rate.
Some macro-instructions return data to the host. Such data is returned from the
cell array over either the direct memory access path or the GLOBAL line, either of
which can be driven directly by any cell in the array. All data returning to the host
passes through the output FIFO. If the sequence of macro-instructions ever branches
on the returning data, then the FIFO's must empty before the branch can take place.
4.6 Sample Operation: Addition
A typical macro-instruction sent from the host to the microcontroller is the ADD instruc-
tion, which specifies the addition of two contiguous variable length fields within each
processor. In this section we show how this is converted by the microcontroller into
nano-instructions. The example is typical in its use of flags, memory, Arithmetic/Logic
Unit operations, and iterations.
To execute an ADD macro-instruction, the host places four 16-bit integers into the
input FIFO of the microcontroller. These integers specify, respectively, the op-code
of the ADD instruction, the start-address of the source field, the start-address of the
destination field, and the length of the fields to be added. The destination field is also
used as a source.
Assume that the 8-bit number in memory locations 1000 through 1007 is to be
added to the 8-bit number in locations 2000 through 2007, and that the carry-bit is
to be left in flag 1. This operation is specified by the host by the instruction "ADD
2000, 1000, 8." This is converted by the microcontroller into the sequence of eight
nano-instructions shown in Table 4.2.
Each bit in the source and destination is addressed in sequence, starting with the
least significant bit. These two bits are added together with the flag bit taken from
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Table 4.2
A- B- Read- Write- MEM- Flag- Cond- Cond-
address address Flag Flag ALU ALU Flag Sense
2000 1000 Zero-Flag 1 AEBeF AB+BC+AC Zero-flag 0
2001 1001 1 1 A@BEF AB+BC+AC Zero-flag 0
2002 1002 1 1 AEBEF AB+BC+AC Zero-flag 0
2003 1003 1 1 AGBEF AB+BC+AC Zero-flag 0
2004 1004 1 1 AeBeF AB+BC+AC Zero-flag 0
2005 1005 1 1 AEBEF AB+BC+AC Zero-flag 0
2006 1006 1 1 AEjBEF AB+BC+AC Zero-flag 0
2007 1007 1 1 A®B$F AB+BC+AC Zero-flag 0
flag 1 where it was stored on the previous cycle. On the first cycle there is no incoming
flag, so it is taken from the zero flag, which is always "0." The zero flag is also used for
conditionalization, with a COND-sense of "0," since this operation is to be performed
by all of the processing elements.
The function for the memory is the exclusive-or function of the three inputs, which
is "1" whenever an odd number of the inputs is "1," otherwise "0." The flag is the
majority function of the three inputs which is "1" whenever two or more of the inputs
are "1." This sequence of nano-instructions would be generated by the microcontroller
by way of a simple microcoded loop which increments the address of the memory
locations.
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Chapter 5
Data Structures for the Connection
Machine
5.1 Active Data Structures
On a conventional computer, a data structure is a passive object. It is intended to
be operated upon, manipulated, and processed. On the Connection Machine data is
stored in somathing that we will call an active data structure. An active data structure
is a machine. It is a special purpose processing device, wired to operate on one par-
ticular piece of data, optimized for the operations it performs. The bost controls the
Connection Machine not by operating upon the data, but by telling the data what to
do, Because the structure must process as well as represent the data, data structures
designed for the Connection Machine are very different than those on a conventional
computer. In this chapter we discuss various active data structures and give examples
of what kinds of things they can do. We describe sets, trees, butterflies, strings, arrays,
and graphs. Each of these has a natural representation on the Connection Machine in
terms of cells connected by pointers, In addition, many of these data structures have
a second representation that does not use pointers, in which the connections between
component cells of the data structure are implied by the addresses of the cells. This
is called the address-induced representation of the data structure, connected by virtual
pointers. Both normal and address-induced representations of various data structures
are discussed in this chapter. Since they are active data structures, we show not only
how they are represented, but also what types of computations they can perform. In
the final section we will show how each of these structures corresponds to a type of
xector.
5.2 Sets
Just as the simple, fundamental operations on a conventional computer involve opera-
tions on numbers, the fundamental operations on the Connection Machine involve sets.
Set operations like union and intersection are just as easy on the Connection Machine as
the traditional unit-time operations of addition and subtraction are on a conventional
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computer. Just as the preferred iteration construct for serial computers is "for i = 1 to
N," the most natural thing to do on the Connection Machine is to apply an operation
to each member of a set. This is not to say that set operations cannot be formulated
in terms of arithmetic or vice versa, but the easiest way of thinking about these things,
the way that corresponds most closely to what is going on in the hardware, is different
for the two types of computing machines.
When the Connection Machine deals with sets, it represents them as sets of pro-
cessor/memory cells. The set is essentially the domain of a xector. The values of the
xector, which might be edges of a graph, tuples of a relation, momenta of particles,
or regions of an image are stored in the memories of the cells. There are three differ-
ent methods of explicitly representing such domain sets in the Connection Machine:
bits, tags and pointers. All three methods involve placing some form of marker on
every member of the set, so that a cell's membership in the set is determined by the
presence of the marker. Any of the normal set operations, such as intersection, union,
labeling, and comparison, may be performed on any of the different representations of
set, although sometimes the operations involve converting from one form to another.
The three set representation schemes (bits, tags, and pointers) are discussed separately
below.
5.3 Bit Representation of Sets
The simplest way to represent a set is to allocate one bit in every cell to indicate whether
that cell is a member of the set. When cells are represented in this manner, the set
operations correspond to simple boolean operations applied to the corresponding bits
in every cell. For example, assume that each member cell of set A is marked by a
"1" in the i-th bit of the cell's memory, and that membership in set B is similarly
indicated by the j-th bit. Then, we may form C = A fl B by having each cell store
into the bit corresponding to C the logical AND of the i-th and j-th bit. In the same
way the boolean AND operation corresponds to intersection, OR corresponds to union,
NOT corresponds to the complement, and so on. Since the Connection Machine can
apply a boolean operator to each cell simultaneously, these set operations take place in
constant time, no matter how large the set. This bit-per-cell representation of a set is
so easy to manipulate that other marking schemes are generally converted to the bit
representation to perform these operations.
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5.4 Tag Representation of Sets
One disadvantage of the bit-per-cell marking scheme is that representing a set requires
allocating one bit in the memory of every cell in the machine, whether the cell is a
member of the set or not. Since memory in each cell is limited, this is a significant
disadvantage. One situation in which sets can be represented with greater memory
efficiency is when a group of sets is known to be disjoint. An important example of this
occurs when storing the sets of objects of different data types. Since each object is of no
more than one data type, the sets do not intersect. In cases like this it is advantageous
to use a tag marking system.
Using bit labels, representing k sets requires k bits per cell. If we know that each
cell is a member of no more than one of the k sets, then it is possible to represent all
the sets using a total of [log 2 (k + 1)1 bits per cell. (The "+1" is to cover the case
where a cell is not a member of any of the sets. If we know that each cell is a member
of exactly one set, the sets can be represented with [log 2 k] bits per cell. In this case,
the k sets form a partition on the set of all cells. Since army set of disjoint sets can be
turned into a partition by adding a "none of the above" set, this is the case that will
be discussed below.)
The [log(k)] bits in each cell are used to store a tag indicating in which of the k
sets of the partition the cell belongs. log(k) bits are required so that there will be a
distinct tag for each of the k sets. Since each cell belongs to exactly one set, storing a
single tag is sufficient.
An important advantage of partitions is that within different portions of the parti-
tion, different storage conventions may be used to represent subpartitions or subsets of
the partition. For example, assume that each cell represents an animal, a vegetable, a
mineral, or nothing. The cells that represent animals may represent dogs, cats, people,
kangaroos, warthogs, and lizards. Assume that the plants also partition into subcate-
gories, say seven of them. Minerals do not divide into subcategories but may belong to
any combination of the following sets which may only contain minerals: igneous, crys-
talline, and metallic. Using the bit label representation would require 3+6+7+3 = 19
bits per cell. Taking advantage of the hierarchy of disjoint sets, we may represent the
sets by storing fields in each cell according to the convention in Table 5.1. This scheme
uses a total of five bits per cell.
The example is contrived, but it is common in almost any program to divide objects
into non-overlapping "types" which have different storage conventions, The ability to
take advantage of this in representing sets is important. In addition, the trick can be
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Table 5.1
fin
2 bits deZoded as follows:
0 animals 1 vegetables
2 minerals 3 none of the above
3 bits decoded as follows:
In animals:
0 dogs 1 cats 2 people
3 kangaroos 4 warthogs 5 lizards
In plants:
0 trees 1 shrubs 2 grass 3 cacti
4 lichens 5 algae 6 mushrooms 7 halophiles
In minerals:
the first bit indicates membership in IGNEOUS
the second bit indicates membership in CRYSTALLINE
the third bit indicates membership in METALLIC
applied recursively so that subtypes of type use different storage conventions.
5.5 Pointer Representation of Sets
Neither the bit representation nor the tag representation is efficient when a set is small.
This is because both schemes require the allocation of storage in every potential member
of the set. If most of the potential members are not included, most of the storage will
be wasted. A better way to store sparse sets in the Connection Machine is to connect
all the members by pointers. This method of set representation was introduced in
Chapter 1 in the context of representing the graph. In the graph, a balanced binary
tree was used to represent the set of vertices connected by edges to a given vertex.
The normal way to represent a set by pointers is to choose one identified cell, the
root cell, and to connect all members of the set to that cell by pointers. The pointers
point from the root cell, to the member cells. Since it is often not possible to store as
many pointers in the cell as there are members of the set, the root cell normally points
to a few fanout cells which in turn may point to set members, or to further fanout
cells. As mentioned earlier, the depth of such a fanout tree, if it is kept balanced,
is proportional to the logarithm of the number of leaves. In this case each leaf cell
represents a member of the set.
One advantage of the pointer representation of a set over the bit and tag represen-
tations is that it is possible to store a pointer to the set by storing a pointer to the
root cell. This capability is important when a set is to be included as a substructure
of another data structure. For example, we can represent a set of sets by representing
(with bits, tags or pointers) the set of root cells of the member sets. Whenever we speak
of a "pointer to a set" we will mean a pointer to the root cell of a pointer-represented
set.
To perform set operations on a pointer-represented set, we generally first convert
the set to bit-representation. This is accomplished by propagating a marker from the
root cell, through any fanout cells, to the member cells. As will be seen, this kind
of information spreading is one of the most important operations in the Connection
Machine. It is another place where balanced fanout trees help out. With fanout trees
it is possible to mark a tree by marking each of the sub-trees concurrently. This allows
the entire set to be marked in time proportional to the depth of the tree, that is, in
logarithmic time. Marking all members of a set pointed to by a single node would
require linear time. This can make the difference between 20 steps and a million. (We
will give a more detailed analysis of the time required to mark trees in Section 5.8.)
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Since set operations on pointer-represented sets involve converting to bit-representa-
tion, and since converting to bit representation requires logarithmic time, set operations
on pointer-represented sets require logarithmic time. Performing the set operation it-
self requires only one single operation, for example, logical AND for intersection. This
leaves the result in bit-representation. If the result is required in pointer representa-
tion, it must be converted. This conversion of bit to pointer representation involves
storage allocation and will be discussed along with other storage allocating procedures
in Chapter 6.
The pointer method may also be used to represent ordered sets, or sequences. When
representing a sequence, the two pointers pointing out from a fan cell are treated
asymmetrically. The first one points to the items in the first half of the subsequence
and the second to the second. This method of representing the order of a set requires
no additional overhead.
5.6 Shared Subsets
The efficiencies of the various methods of representing pointer structures are discussed
later, but in general, the pointer representation of a set will require about Ck log N
bits of storage for a set with k elements chosen from N potential elements, where C is
a constant that depends upon the details of implementation.
There are, however, situations in which the storage required to store multiple sets
is much less than the sum of the storage of the individual sets. This is possible when
the sets have common subsets. In this case the tree structure representing the common
subsets needs to be stored only once. It can be shared among the super-sets. This type
of sharing is familiar to any Lisp programmer, and it has the same advantages and
perils as shared list structures in Lisp. The primary disadvantage is that an operation
that modifies the structure of one set will affect other sets that share its structure. For
example, inserting an item into one set may cause it to "magically" appear in another,
While this effect may sometimes be advantageously used, it is generally considered
undesirable.
There is also another problem with the use of shared tree structures which does not
cause problems in Lisp. The depth of a balanced tree is the logarithm of the number of
leaves. The depth of an extremely unbalanced tree, a linear list, for example, is about
equal to the number of leaves. In Lisp the elements of a list are usually accessed in
sequence, so the total depth of the tree does not usually matter. In the Connection
Machine, on the other hand, all the items are generally being accessed in parallel, so the
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access will take time proportional to the depth of the deepest item. In a well-balanced
tree the depth is minimized because the deepest elements are essentially at the same
level. This is why it is useful to keep trees balanced on the Connection Machine.
Unfortunately, it is not always possible to keep trees reasonably balanced while sharing
structure.
5.7 Trees
The most important Connection Machine data structure is the tree. Trees are used
by themselves, and as components of other data stuctures such as graphs, arrays,
and butterflies. We have already used them as a method of representing sets. Trees
are useful because they provide a fast way of collecting, combining and spreading
information to and from the leaves. In this section we will show algorithms on trees
that add the leaves, count them, sort them and number them. These algorithms all
follow a pattern of recursion that is common in Connection Machine programming.
Trees were used to represent sets so that the leaf cells, the members of the set, could
be reached quickly from the root. This was used to convert from pointer-representation
to bit-representation by marking the root and recursively marking the subtrees until
all of the leaves were marked. This is an example of a marker propagation algorithm.
Marker propagation is a very common way to distribute data on the Connection Ma-
chine. In the set example, the marker was a single bit, but it can also be a number or
a pointer. Markers can also propagate simultaneously within multiple trees.
In addition to spreading information, it is often necessary to concentrate it. This
requires pointers not only from the root to the leaves, but also from the leaves to the
root. These back pointers also pass through the fanout cells so that in a binary tree no
cell is pointed to by more than two others. This is important for the collection process.
Imagine that we have a set of numbers at the leaves of a tree, and that we would like
the sum at the root. This can be accomplished by the spreading algorithm in reverse.
(See Figure 5.1.) Each leaf cell sends its number up to the cell above, which adds the
numbers from the left and right branches and sends up the sum. This is repeated until
all of the numbers are collected into a single sum at the root. Again, the algorithm
takes time proportional to the depth of the tree and can be performed on many trees
simultaneously. Similar algorithms work with any associative two-place function, such
as the associative boolean functions (like AND and OR), multiplication, maximum or
minimum. One slight variation of this is to count the leaves of a tree by starting out
with each number as a "1," and then summing them. Another variation is to check
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Figure 5.1: Computing the sum of the numbers at the leaves of a tree in logarithmic
time
for equality of all the numbers by sending up the message from the left branch if both
messages are equal and the special symbol FALSE if they are not. If the root sends
any message other than FALSE, all items at the leaves of the tree are equal. This last
algorithm works with any equivalence predicate.
The use of maximum and minimum in place of addition in the collection algorithm
gives an N log(N) time sort, where N is the number of leaves, Using the mar operator,
we can move the largest leaf to the top of the tree in log(N) time. The operation is
then repeated with the largest element removed and so on until all of the elements
are removed, Since this requires N cycles of log(N) steps each, the total running time
is N log(N). This can be improved by a factor of almost log(N) by using a more
complicated algorithm, since it is only necessary to pay the log(N) transit-time for the
tree once for the entire sort, rather than once for each element. This is accomplished
by storing two elements at each node, one for each subtree, and sending up the greatest
element as soon as there is room for it above. The root node accepts the items one by
one, in sorted order. In this algorithm a node with a free slot must indicate this to the
corresponding node below, which then must send the data up. Therefore, each step of
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the algorithm requires two communication steps. Since log(N) steps are required to
fill the tree at the beginning, the entire procedure takes 2N + log(N).
A faster version of the algorithm can be used when the order of the leaves can be
predetermined. This is used, for example, to move the label of each of the leaves, in
left to right order, to the root of the tree. Each cell can keep a counter and can then
send up an item at the appropriate time without the need for the signaling used in the
sort. The number of communication steps in this method of generation is N + log N.
Another logarithmic algorithm can be used to number the leaves of the tree from 0
to N - 1. The first phase is identical to the counting algorithm. This tells each node
in the tree the number of leaves on the left and on the right. The second phase begins
by sending a "0" to the root. When a node is sent a number, it sends the number to
its left branch, and the number plus the number of nodes in its left branch to its right
branch. When a leaf receives a number, that is its number. This algorithm will number
the nodes from left to right, 0 to N - 1.
There are many more algorithms for trees [Brown], IChristmanl. The ones discussed
here are typical of the kinds that occur repeatedly in the Connection Machine. Notice
that most run in logarithmic time. Since all logarithms on, say, a million cell machine,
are less than 20, these algorithms are fast. They are sufficiently fast that they may be
safely counted as constant-time operations when they are used as building blocks for
more complex algorithms.
5.8 Optimal Fanout of Tree
There is no real reason to stick to binary trees. Trees with higher fanout would use
fewer nodes, and the distance between top and bottom would be shorter. On the other
hand, the nodes would need to be larger and each would have to handle more messages
simultaneously. How do we trade these factors off against one another? What is the
optimal fanout? We will consider two different measures of optimality, minimal storage
and minimal time.
First we will consider what is optimal fanout for minimizing storage space. It is
easiest to calculate the optimal fanout for large trees, that is, trees with arbitrarily
many leaf nodes. Assume the tree has N leaves, for some large N. We call a tree
balanced if the sizes of the subtrees of every node differ by no more than one, and if
all the subtrees are balanced. This definition implies that only leaf nodes are unfilled.
Let S(N,kI) be the number of cells required to represent a balanced tree with N leaves
and fanout kc.
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Each node has k entries each, so the total storage required to represent the tree will
be k x S(N,/k).
Storage = k x S(N,k) /Iogk NJ+1
k - 1
This is minimized when k is large, so to minimize storage we must maximize fanout,
at least in the case of very large trees. This is fairly obvious since there is overhead
storage used in storing the internal structure of the tree. Notice, however, that the
storage penalty for using a non-optimal fanout is small. Even the simplest binary (k
= 2) structure only uses twice the storage of the optimal (k = N) large fanout node.
So there is not much to be gained by being optimal. This is especially true for small
trees, where the overhead of keeping the tree balanced can be significant. For some
sizes of trees, a tree with a small fanout may actually require fewer nodes than a tree
with a slightly larger fanout. For example, a balanced tree with eight leaves requires
five nodes of fanout 4, but only three nodes of fanout 3. (See Table 5.2.) If we take into
account the increased storage required for the larger nodes, the larger fanout becomes
even less efficient. Unless the number of leaves is close to an even power of k, large
nodes will waste storage. Table 5.2 shows the number of nodes in small balanced trees
with various maximum fanouts.
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Tahie 5.2: Choosing an Optimal Fanout. Memory Locations Required
to Represent a Balanced Tree of N Nodes with Maximum Fanout k
n k=2 k=3 k=4 k=8 k=16
2 2 3 4 8 16
3 4 3 4 8 16
4 6 6 4 8 16
5 8 9 8 8 16
6 10 12 12 8 16
7 12 12 16 8 16
8 14 12 20 8 16
9 16 12 20 16 16
10 18 15 20 24 16
11 20 18 20 32 16
12 22 21 20 40 16
13 24 24 20 48 16
14 26 27 20 56 16
15 28 30 20 64 16
16 30 33 20 72 16
17 32 -36 24 72 32
18 34 39 28 72 48
19 36 39 32 72 64
20 38 39 36 72 80
21 40 39 40 72 96
22 42 39 44 72 112
23 44 39 48 72 128
24 46 39 52 72 144
25 48 39 56 72 160
26 50 39 60 72 176
27 52 39 64 72 192
28 54 42 68 72 208
29 56 45 72 72 224
30 58 48 76 72 240
31 60 51 80 72 256
32 62 54 84 72 272
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The second consideration in choosing a fanout is time. We wish to minimize the time
required to operate a tree, for example, the time to send data from the root to every
leaf. For the purpose of selecting the time-optimal fanout, we will use a very simple
measure of time. Assume each message requires exactly one time unit for transnission.
During each unit time cycle a node may send no more than one message. Any number
of nodes may send a message simultaneously. When a node receives a message at the
end of a time cycle, it may respond by sending a message at the beginning of the very
next cycle. Under these assumptions, the time required to make a large balance( tree,
T(N, k), is the depth of the tree times the fanout, minus a small correction for the
unfilled nodes at the bottom of the tree.
T(N,k) = kx[logk N] - 'dT(N, k)= logN-dk (log, k
The correction factor, C, is the maximum difference between k and the actual
fanouts of the unfilled nodes in the bottom layer of the tree. Since C is necessarily less
than k, it may be neglected for sufficiently large trees. The time cost is at a minimum
for k = e ~ 2.7, the base of the natural logarithms. The closest integer is 3. As may
be seen in Table 5.2, both 2 and 4 are also very good maximal fanouts for this; simple
measure of time.
In retrospect, 2 is actually not a bad choice for maximum fanout, although 3 is
slightly better from a time standpoint, and 4 is better from a space standpoint. Since
the time costs of 2-ary (binary) and 4-ary trees are essentially the same and since the
4-ary tree always requires fewer nodes, k = 4 is probably a better choice. In some
special applications involving large trees, higher maximum fanouts may make sense.
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Table 5.3: Choosing an Optimal Fanout Time
(time required to mark leaves of trees)
n k=2 k=3 k=4 k=8 k=16
2 2 2 2 2 2
3 3 3 3 3 3
4 4 4 4 4 4
5 4 4 5 5 5
6 5 5 5 6 6
7 5 5 5 7 7
8 6 5 6 8 8
9 6 6 6 9 9
10 6 6 6 9 10
11 6 6 6 9 11
12 7 7 7 9 12
13 7 7 7 9 13
14 7 7 7 9 14
15 7 7 7 9 15
16 8 7 8 10 16
17 8 7 8 10 17
18 8 8 8 10 17
19 8 8 8 10 17
20 8 8 9 10 17
21 8 8 9 10 17
101 6 6 6 9 10
102 13 12 13 17 22
103 19 19 19 25 35
104 26 25 26 34 50
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Figure 5.2: The butterfly pattern as used in the computation of a Fast Fourier Trans-
form
5.9 Butterflies
A single tree shrinks exponentially from the leaves to the root. This is fine for algo-
rithms, such as the leaf scanning algorithm, where the amount of data also shrinks
exponentially toward the root. Many useful computations are not of this type. Sorting
is an example. In sorting, all of the input data must be in the output, so that the
amount of data that must pass through each level is constant. The root of the tree
becomes a bottleneck. We can fix this problem by using multiple trees that share the
same leaves.
A structure that is built by sharing leaf nodes between two trees will have as many
nodes at the second level as at the leaves. This construction may be applied recursively
to the two trees, so that the number of nodes at k levels remains constant through the
use of 2" trees. The resulting structure is called a butterfly. In a different context,
discussed in Chapter 2, it is also called many other things, including an omega network
and a perfect shuffle. It is familiar to many as the pattern of communication used in
computing the Fast Fourier Transform iCooley, 1965). (See Figure 5.2.)
Because most of the cells in a butterfly are shared between multiple trees, the
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structure requires only N log N cells, or twice as many cells as a single binary tree.
In some applications it is possible to reuse the same cells at each level, so that each
cell occurs log2 N times in the structure. The version of the butterfly where the same
cells are used for each level is called a boolean n-cube, for n = log 2 N. This structure is
isomorphoric to an n-dimensional hypercube. We may therefore number the N corners
of a n = log2 N dimensional hypercube in such a way that the edges of the cube
correspond directly to the links in the butterfly, with two numbers directly connected
if and only if their n-bit binary representations differ in exactly one bit. Each number
corresponds to the n-tuple of "I"s and "O"s that form the binary representation of the
number. This n-tuple specifies the coordinates on the n-cube, with each dimension
corresponding to one bit position.
This n-cube structure is useful when it is necessary to collect information at every
node in a tree, instead of just at the root. On the n-cube version, the N roots are
identical with the N leaves. For example, if the leaf scanning algorithm is applied to a
butterfly structure or n-cube instead of to a tree, the sum will be generated at each of
the N roots.
5.10 Sorting On A Butterfly
A butterfly structure with N = 2k leaf nodes is capable of sorting N numbers in time
proportional to k2 . For large N, this is considerably faster than the N +k time required
on the tree. The method described here, Batcher's Bitonic Sort [Batcher, 1968), is based
on repeated merging of successively larger sorted sequences.
A sequence of numbers is bitonic if it changes directions only once, that is, if it
consists of a strictly non-decreasing subsequence followed by a strictly non-increasing
one, or vice versa. Batcher noticed that any bitonic sequence may be sorted by in-
dependently sorting the subsequences of odd elements and even elements, interleaving
the results and then exchanging, if necessary, the first and second elements, the third
and fourth, and so on. This works (roughly) because the bitonic property guarantees
that selecting every other element will give a fair sample of large and small numbers.
Interleaving the sorted subsequences will result in a sorted sequence, except for a small
sampling error which can be fixed by one exchange. Since any subsequence of a bitonic
sequence is also bitonic, the method may be used to recursively sort~ the odd and even
subsequences. The recursion stops at subsequences of length one, which are already
sorted.
The pattern of comparisons in the Bitonic Sort fits well with the butterfly structure.
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During the i-th step of the sort, elements j and k must be compared when j = k @ 2'.
These are exactly the pairs of elements that are connected in the butterfly at level i,
so each step of Batcher's Bitonic Sort requires exactly one communication step.
The Bitonic Sort can also be used repeatedly to sort arbitrary nonbitonic sequences.
Appending any two sorted sequences results in a bitonic sequence, so that the Bitonic
Sort may be used to combine two sorted sequences into a longer sorted sequence.
This merge operation serves as a building block for a standard merge sort. Individual
elements are merged into sorted pairs, pairs are merged into sorted groups of four, and
so on until the entire sequence is merged into a single sorted group. Since each merge
step takes time log 2 m to merge two lists of length m, the entire sort on N elements
will take:
1082 N 1082 N
Z 1log 2(2) = E m log2N
m=1 m=1 2
5.11 Induced Trees
Because the structures of trees and butterflies are so regular, it is not always necessary
to store the links explicitly. If the cells for the tree are allocated within a well-defined
portion of the address space, it is often possible to calculate the structure of the tree
or butterfly from the addresses of, the cells. An important special case of this is when
the tree spans the entire machine.
One method of inducing a tree, used on serial machines, is to connect cell i to cells
2i and 2i ± i. This will form a tree on all cells from 1 through k. Since the addresses
of the linked cells may be calculated, they need not be stored explicitly. Since these
computed addresses may be used in the same ways as stored pointers, we call them
virtual pointers. Induced structures are held together by virtual pointers just as normal
structures are held together by stored pointers.
Figure 5.3 shows an example of an induced tree for k = 3. This method of address
generation may be generalized to k-ary trees IKnuth]. For example, a ternary tree may
be constructed by connecting cell i to cells 3i - 1, 3i, and 3i + 1.
in the example, the induced tree is stored in memory locations through 9. The
tree could also be stored in any other contiguous k-long portion of address space by
adding a constant displacement offset to the addresses. Butterfly structures may also
be represented implicitly. Cells 0 through n log(n) - 1 may be connected in an n-wide
butterfly by connecting cell i to cells i + log(n), and p(i) + log(n) where:
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Figure 5.3: An induced 3-tree
p(i) = (i + 2 1 )J) mod Ioggn
A butterfly that shares the same cells at each level connects i to i and p(i). Implicit
binary butterflies also have r-ary equivalents.
Implicit trees and butterflies may be used with exdctly the same algorithms as
explicitly linked structures. The only difference is that instead of being stored, the
pointers are computed. Since the computations necessary to compute the pointers are
relatively simple, the additional overhead is not great.
Induced trees can be used to provide a secondary communications structure among
cells which are also linked by explicit pointers. For instance, assume we want to count
all of the cells in the machine with a certain property. If the cells were stored at the
leaves of a tree, this could be accomplished in log 2 N time by the counting algorithm
described earlier. If the cells are not explicitly stored in a tree, we can execute the
algorithm anyway using an induced structure. In this case, for example, we could
use an induced butterfly structure with all the nodes used at each level. Each cell
to be counted begins with a "1," the others "0" At each step each cell exchanges
information with another, adding the incoming number to its total. On the i-th step
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the cell exchanges with the cell 2i away. At the end of log 2 N steps, all cells have the
full count.
This particular use of an induced structure, a shared butterfly ranging over the
whole machine, is called dimension projection, because it corresponds to projecting
data across each dimension of a boolean n-cube.
There is one information-gathering operation on induced trees that is so common
that the Connection Machine provides special hardware to speed it up. This is the
global OR operation, used to check if there is any cell in the machine that has a given
property. This check could be performed by using a standard OR-to-root calculation
on an induced tree covering the whole machine, but it is such a simple and common
operation that it is worthwhile to support it in hardware. (This is called the global tree
in the prototype). Even when the calculation is done in hardware it takes logarithmic
time, although the constant is smaller.
5.12 Strings
The factors that constrain computation on a Connection Machine are different than
they are on a conventional computer. Many of our assumptions about what is difficult
and what is easy do not apply. This becomes clear in considering operations on one
of the simplest of composite data structures, the string. The string is the address-
induced version of the linear list. Instead of linking each element to the next, the
ordered elements are stored in sequential locations in memory. The sequential allocation
requirement limits the usefulness of strings in a conventional computer. For instance,
inserting an element into a string requires moving all of the elements in the rest of the
string forward in memory. Space for the string to grow must have been allocated in
advance, and if strings are dynamically created and destroyed, allocation of contiguous
memory segments becomes difficult. A common solution to these problems is to give up
on strings and pay the price of storing a full linked list, or to use some hybrid structure
such as CDR-coded lists or lists of strings. In practice, it is often necessary to use
these more complicated data structures even when the algorithms are most naturally
expressed as operations on strings.
On the Connection Machine it is possible to shift an arbitrarily large segment of
data from one block of cells to another in unit time. Insertion into a string can be
accomplished efficiently by shifting forward the entire contents of memory after the
insertion point. If there are pointers to the object that moved, they will have to be
updated by adding a constant. This update can also be accomplished in unit time,
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assuming that pointers are identifiable by something like a type code. For example,
only the simplest text editors use this representation of memory on a serial machine
because of the computational expense of inserting and deleting characters. The simplest
data structure is rejected on the grounds of efficiency.
Searching strings is also fast. All occurrences of given substrings can be found in
time proportional to the length of the search string. Each cell in the string simulta-
neously checks to see if it matches the first item in the search string. If it matches, it
activates the cell following it in the string. All activated cells then check to see if they
match the second item in the search string. This process continues until all items in the
search string are checked, at which point all activated cells mark the end's substrings
that match the search string.
More generally, finding all occurrences of strings matching a regular expression takes
time proportional to either the maximum string satisfying the regular expression, or
the length of the searched string, whichever is shorter. This is a special case of a general
algorithm on graphs which is discussed in detail later, The outline of the algorithm
is that each element of the string simulates a finite state machine that recognizes
the regular expression. On each step all elements pass their state to the next element
forward, which performs the transition indicated by the stored symbol. This is repeated
until either each finite state machine is in the reject or the accept state or until the last
state is shifted to the end. Machines in the accept state mark matching substrings.
The ability to efficiently insert into even very long strings makes possible some
very simple data structures that would be impractical on conventional machines. For
example, in a text editor one obvious way to store the text is as a two-dimensional
string, a string of strings. On a Connection Machine the simple way would also be
efficient.
5.13 Arrays
Arrays are another type of address-induced data structure on the Connection Ma-
chine. Arrays can be any number of dimensions, but typically they are one- or two-
dimensional. (The distinction here between a one-dimensional array and a string is
how it is used. In a string we are generally interested only in the order of the elements.
In an array we are interested in the absolute indices.) Besides being particularly use-
ful, one- and two-dimensional arrays fit well with existing implementation technology.
Since integrated circuits and circuit boards are two-dimensional, the comrnunications
network is likely to exhibit a two-dimensional locality that makes these patterns of
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communication particularly efficient. (This is the case on the prototype.) This locality
is not critical for implementing arrays on the Connection Machine, but it is helpful in
practice.
The comment regarding contiguous storage allocation for strings applies to arrays
also. It is much easier to allocate contiguous blocks on a Connection Machine than on
a conventional machine, because arbitrarily large blocks of memory cells can be moved
in constant time.
A typical application of arrays is in image processing where a single cell is used
to store the pixel at each point in the image. Here the two-dimensional structure of
the array reflects the two-dimensional nature of the picture. Many image processing
algorithms, particularly the lowest level signal processing steps, are linked directly to
the two-dimensional structure of the image. For example, a typical image processing
step is computing the convolution of an image with some filter. This is a weighted
average of each pixel with its neighbors. For example, given the value of each pixel,
v(x,y), we might wish to compute the following quantity for each pixel:
V'(x, y) = CiV (X + +i, y +j)
This is called a convolution of radius r, where the C,, terms are constants represent-
ing the function with which the image is being convolved. It is essentially a blurring
step that filters out noise with spatial frequency less than r. It is a component step of
many image processing computations.
Computing the gaussian convolution of an image stored in a two-dimensional array
on the Connection Machine requires 4r 2 steps, each involving a transfer, a multiplication
and an addition. This operation is performed on all pixels simultaneously, so that the
time required for the computation is independent of the size of the image.
To transfer the value V (z + i, y + j) to the cell (z, y), each of the cells representing
a pixel sends its value through the communications network to an address that differs
from its own by some linear combination of i and j. Actually, the calculation of address
is slightly more complicated than this because of special requirements at the boundaries
of the array. If, for example, we are using periodic boundary conditions (wrapping),
then the calculation of the address is as follows:
address = base + ((x + i) mod width) + ((y + j) mod height x width)
Once the value is moved to the proper location it is multiplied by the appropriate
constant and added to the accumulated total. Again, the multiplication and addition
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are performed simultaneously for every pixel in the image.
5.14 Matrices
Linear algebra provides one of the most concise notations for describing operations on
large data structures. The language of rectors, arrays, and tensors is a powerful tool for
representing concurrent algorithms because a single symbol can stand for an unlimited
number of primitive operations. The operations are numeric in character, but they
are often applicable to symbolic computations. Vectors can represent sets. Adjacency
matrices can represent graphs. Multiplication by a matrix can effect a permutation
and inversion can give a solution to a set of linear constraints.
Arrays are one way to represent matrices on the Connection Machine. Many of the
comments given above regarding strings apply to arrays also. It is relatively easy to
dynamically allocate contiguous storage for arrays because it is possible to concurrently
shift memory and update pointers to displaced objects. In the array representation,
multiplying an N-vector by an N x N matrix requires 2 log 2 N communication steps,
log2 N addition steps, and one multiplication step.
A matrix can be multiplied by a vector represented by an array by using induced
trees on the rows and columns of the matrix. The induced column trees are first used to
distribute each vector component to all the array elements in the corresponding column
(log N communication steps). All of the multiplications of vector elements times array
elements are then performed simultaneously. The leaf summing algorithm is then used
to add the products in each row using the induced row trees (log N communication
steps, log N addition steps). The resulting sum is for the product vector. Two N x N
matrices may be multiplied, vector by vector, in 2Nlog N time.
When a matrix is sparse, it may be faster and more storage efficient to represent
the row and column trees explicitly. This is the pointer representation of an array. The
trees contains all of the information, so it is unnecessary to store the zero elements of
the matrix.
Figure 5.4 shuws the tree representation of a small sparse matrix.
The array representation of an N x N matrix requires N 2 cells. The number of
cells required in the tree representation depends on the number and distribution of
the non-zero entries. If CX is the number of entries in column i, R?, is the number of
entries in row j, then the number of cells required to represent the N x N matrix with
k non-zero elements is:
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0 8 0 4
0 2 7 0
0 0 3 0
6 0 0 5
Figure 5.4: A small sparse matrix
E(Cj - 1) + E(Rj - 1) + k= 3k - 2N
since
N N
( i= ZR, = k
Cj= j=1
This is more storage efficient than the array representation whenever:
k < N(N+ 2)
3
The time required to multiply a vector may also be less. 2 log N it is
max ([log Ci]) + max ([log Ri])
I<i<N I<j<N
Since Ci < N and Ri K N, this will never be greater than 2 log N.
Matrix multiplication is a special case of a more general operation with the same
spread-on-rows, collect-on-columns communications pattern. There is no need to al-
ways use sum as the collection operation and the multiply to combine entries. This
pattern of communication implements the more general inner product functions pro-
vided in the APL language.
5.15 Graphs
The most general active data structure on the Connection Machine is the graph. Graphs
can be used to represent anything, including arrays, strings and butterflies. As in
most data structures on the Connection Machine, trees play an important role in the
representation of graphs. Since graphs can be arbitrarily connected, there is generally
no simple address-induced representation of a graph.
A graph may be represented by using a tree to represent each vertex. The leaves
of the tree represent the edges leading into that vertex. If the algorithm being used
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Figure 5.5: A graph with incidence matrix similar to array in Figure 5.4
does not require any storage or computations on the edges, then the leaves of the trees
of connected vertices may connect directly. That is, leaf cells in two trees can store
pointers to each other. If the graph edge requires storage or computation then a cell is
used to represent the edge and the connected vertex trees point to that cell. Notice that
this representation of a graph is identical to the sparse matrix representation of the
graph incidence matrix. This is not really surprising since these are just two different
ways of viewing the same mathematical object. Figure 5.5 shows the representation of
the graph whose incidence matrix is similar to the array shown in Figure 5.4.
The path-length computation discussed in Chapter 1 is an example of the kind of
computation that can be performed with a graph. Many of the operations involve
spreading and collecting data with the vertex trees. For instance, Step 3 of the path-
length calculation involves each vertex calculating the minimum of its neighboring
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Type Pointer Address-Induced Prototypical
Representation Representation Representation Operation
set Section 2.5 - intersection
tree Section 2.7 Section 2.10 sum to root
butterfly Section 2.8 Section 2.10 sort
string - Section 2.11 search
array Section 2.13 Section 2.12 image filtering
graph Section 2.14 - path-length
labels. This is accomplished by a two-step operation. First, each vertex spreads its
label to the connecting edges. Next, each vertex uses the minimum function to combine
the labels of connected vertices. Both of these operations use the vertex trees. Both
are executed on all vertices simultaneously so they take time proportional to the depth
of the deepest tree, that is, the logarithm of the degree of the most connected vertex.
This is typical of operations on graphs.
5.16 Bibliographic Notes for Chapter 5
Many of the algorithms in this text are based on serial algorithms. For good reviews
see [Knuth, 19681, [Aho, 19741. The Fast Fourier Transform algorithm originally ap-
peared in [Cooley, 1965]. For an even simpler explanation see lBracewell, 1984]. For
a discussion of induced structures and Connection Machines algorithms in general see
[Christman, 1983] and (Bawden, 1984].
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Chapter 6
Storage Allocation and Defect Tolerance
This chapter discusses how we build data structures on the Connection Machine. Since
the machine is accessible to the host as ordinary memory, it is possible to build data
structures by writing into the Connection Machine just as we would write into memory.
This procedure works, but it takes place at the snail's pace of the serial host. The real
question is: How during the course of executing concurrent algorithms can we build
many data structures concurrently? How can a cell, or many cells, establish connections
with unused storage and lay claim to it for building structures? How do we identify
free storage? How do we reclaim storage that has been discarded? In Lisp jargon, how
do we "cons" in parallel? These are questions that are answered in this chapter.
This is also the chapter which will face the issue of how to handle defective cells,
because the best mechanism for dealing with defects is to avoid building them into
any data structures. This will prevent them from being used in any computation.
Normally communications follow pre-established connections within data structures. If
we do not build connections to defective cells when allocating storage, then there will
be no communication with them.
We will begin by ignoring the problem of defective cells and discuss various al-
gorithms for allocating storage. Different algorithms will be appropriate in different
circumstances. We will also ignore, at first, the problem of allocating contiguous blocks
of storage for induced data structures. Instead, we will concentrate on the problem of
allocating single cells.
6.1 Free List Allocation
Before discussing methods for allocating storage in parallel, we will discuss the method
by which it is normally done serially. The algorithms discussed in this section can be
executed directly from the host computer by treating the Connection Machine as a
memory. Since only one thing is being done at once the processing cells themselves
need take no active part. The method of allocation we will discuss is called free list
allocation. It is essentially the same as is used in almost all implementations of Lisp
and other languages where resources are allocated from a "heap."
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Figure 6.1: Balance bits allow new nodes to be added to a balanced tree
A free list is a linked data structure which contains all unused cells. The host keeps
a pointer to the first cell in the list, That cell points to the next one and so on down
the chain. The last cell has a special markei indicating that it is at the end of the
chain. How the free list gets created is an interesting and important question and
will be discussed in later sections. Let us assume for the moment that some garbage
collection process has identified all free storage and linked it together into a free list,
To allocate a cell the host takes the cell from the front of the free list, to which it has
a direct pointer, and updates its pointer to the next pointer in line. This cell can then
be dealt into new structures by building pointers to i. and modifying the pointers that
it stores internally.
A common operation in the Connection Machine is to add a node to a tree such
that the tree is kept well-balanced. How do we decide where to add such a node? There
is an elegant solution to this problem (Feynman] which involves adding one extra bit
of bookkeeping information to each cell in the tree. We will call this bit the balance
bit. The balance bit will be "1" in a particular cell if the right subtree of that cell has
one more node in it than the left subtree. If the left subtree has one more node, or
if the two subtrees are equal in size, then the balance bit will be "0," We only need
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to consider these cases because we are assuming that the tree is well-balanced from
the start and that the only problem of storage allocation is to keep it that way. The
balance bits will give the storage allocator directions as to where to add a new leaf.
This works as follows. (See Figure 6.1.) Starting from the root of the tree we go down
to the left subtree if the balance bit is "1," and the right subtree if it is "0." This will
cause us to always move toward the least populated subtree. As we pass through a cell
we toggle the balance bit, changing a "1" to a "0," and a "0" to a "1," so that the next
time we go through we will reverse direction. When we reach a leaf the new storage is
allocated there. This algorithm can be extended to k-ary trees by using logk balance
bits.
6.2 Random Allocation
The tree balancing algorithm will work for deciding where to allocate the storage in
many trees simultaneously. Unfortunately, the free list will only indicate one free node
to be used at a time. Say we want to add a new leaf to each of a thousand trees simulta-
neously. How can we do this? Assume that we have used the tree balancing algorithm
on all the trees simultaneously to identify where to connect the newly allocated cells.
Let us call this set of cells which would like to connect to free storage the customers.
Let us also assume that some garbage collection process has marked all of the potential
free cells. The problem then is to get the customers and the free cells together.
The method that we use to accomplish this task will depend on what percentage of
the cells are free and what percentage of the cells are customers. Let us start with an
easy case where most of the cells are free and few of them are customers. In this case,
if each customer chooses a random cell it is likely to be free. If not, it can try again.
Random in this case does not mean independently random for each cell. In fact, it is
better if it is not independently random since it can avoid the problem of two customers
trying to connect to the same cell. Instead we will generate one single global random
number r. Each customer with address A will try to connect to the cell with address
A ± r. This guarantees that no two customers will try to connect to the same cell. If
all of the customers find a free cell at address A = r then the goal is accomplished. If
not, we repeat the process with the smaller set of unsatisfied customers using a new
random number. How many times can we expect to repeat the process before all of
the customers are satisfied? Assume that each cell has a probability P of being free,
and that the number of customers is sufficiently small that P is essentially the same
before and after the allocation. In this case the probability that the cell has made a
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match after k trials is P (trials C k) = I - (1 - P)t. If there are c customers, then the
probability that all of the customers are satisfied after k trials, P (all < k) = (1 - (I -
P)k)e. The method works very well when P is large. As an example, consider the case
where P = 90 percent, and c = 100 customers, then the probability that all customers
are satisfied after four trials is greater than 99 percent. On the other hand, it works
very poorly when P is small. For example, if P = 10 percent, and c = 100 percent,
then 88 trials are required to reach the same 99 percent confidence level.
The method has other disadvantages as well. Since a cell is establishing a rela-
tionship with a completely random free cell, a complete stranger about which it knows
nothing, it has no way of knowing whether or not the cell it is connecting to is defective.
Another disadvantage of the scheme is that it has no tendency to connect to nearby
storage. A customer may pass over a nearby free cell to connect to a randomly chosen
one farther away. This has negative implications for the efficiency of communication
in the network. Finally, this method of allocation is incompatible with free list allo-
cation so the host and the Connection Machine cannot both allocate storage without
constantly rebuilding the free list.
6.3 Rendezvous Allocation
A method of storage allocation that fixes many of the bugs of random allocation is ren-
dezvous allocation [Christman, 1983]. In rendezvous allocation free cells and customers
are each assigned numbers. This number is then used to address a meeting place where
the free cell and the customer make contact. This meeting place need not be a free cell
as long as it has a little bit of extra storage to use for the rendezvous.
Rendezvous allocation depends on the fact that it is quick and easy to number
the elements of a set. This is accomplished by modification of the leaf numbering
algorithm, discussed in Chapter 5, on the induced tree covering the whole machine.
The algorithm works as follows. Every member of the set sends a "1" to the cell above
it on the induced tree. This cell keeps track of the numbers that it receives from its left
and right subtrees respectively. It sends the sum of these two numbers to the cell above
it on the tree. This process if repeated until the root is reached. At this point each cell
has stored the number of members of the set that are in its left and right subtrees. The
root of the tree then sends the number collected from its left subtree down to the root
of its right subtree and sends a "0," down to the root of its left subtree. The process is
then repeated by the root nodes of the two subtrees, except that before the messages
are sent they add to them the number that they received from above. The process is
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repeated recursively until the leaf nodes themselves are sent numbers. At this point
the n members of the set will be given the numbers "0" through n - 1.
Rendezvous storage allocation may be accomplished by using this algorithm to
number the free cells and using it again to number the customers, These n numbers
then serve as addresses for the rendezvous cells at which the customers and free cells
meet. Each customer and free cell sends its own address to the cell specified by its
number. This rendezvous cell cooperates by forwarding the address of the free cell to
the address of the customer. The customer must then communicate with the free cell
to inform it that it has been allocated and is no longer free. This completes the process
of allocation.
Rendezvous allocation has an advantage over random allocation in that it continues
to work well even when the number of free cells is small. In addition, if defective cells
can be left out of the numbering process, then they can also be left out of the data
structures. (There is a complication because of the possibility of defective rendezvous
cells, but this can be fixed by using multiple rendezvous points.) The one problem that
rendezvous allocation does not fix, however, is in optimizing the locality of connections.
There is nothing in the rendezvous scheme to insure that a customer will make contact
with the nearest free cell. This problem is fixed in the wave allocation scheme, described
in the next section.
6.4 Waves
Wave allocation is a method by which a cu'stomer cell can find the nearest free cell.
Unlike most Connection Machine algorithms, wave allocation depends on the physical
topology of the communications network. This is because the locality which it is trying
to preserve is a property of the physical topology. The purpose of trying to find free
storage nearby is to reduce the load on the communications network. Wires are an
expensive, and hence limited, resource, And the performance of the communications
network is typically limited by the availability of free wires over which to send messages.
If cells tend to communicate with nearby cells, messages will travel over fewer wires to
reach their destination and the total bandwidth of the network will be greater. Since
storage allocation is the place where connections are established, this is a good place to
optimize the locality of interconnection. (It is also possible to optimize interconnection
locality post facto. This is discussed in Section 6.8.)
To make the description of the wave algorithm easier, we will assume that the
topology of the communications network is a two-dimensional grid. This is probably
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not the case on any real network, but the algorithm that we will describe will have
its counterpart for more complex topologies. We will assume, at least for the purpose
of the illustrations, that some nodes are farther away than others. If this is not the
case, then the concept of los:ality makes no sense and we might as well use another
algorithm.
The wave allocation begins by each customer cell sending a request for free storage
to its immediate physical neighbors. This request contains the return address of the
customer. If the neighbor is free, it sends its own address in an acceptance message
back to the customer. If it is not free, then it forwards the request onto its immediate
physical neighbors. The expanding front of request messages propagates out from
the customer like a wave. Hence, the name wave allocation. Once the request wave
makes contact with the free cell, an acceptance message is sent back immediately to
the customer. This may happen at several points on the wave simultaneously. The
customer accepts the first message and rejects the rest. It must now cancel its rapidly
multiplying request for free cells. This is accomplished by sending out a "never mind"
wave, which propagates at a faster rate than the request wave, and cancels it when it
catches up. The never mind wave contains the address of the free cell to which the
customer has decided to link so that the other free cells which responded to the request
can see that they were rejected.
This wave propagation process can take place for many customers at once. Since
request waves contain the address of the originating customer, they each have their
own identity. When two request waves collide, they must "stand off" until one of the
waves is cancelled. This will guarantee that no two customers will try to connect to
the same free storage location.
Wave allocation can avoid allocating defective cells as long as the neighbors of a
defective cell know that it is defective. If this is the case, then they can refuse to
communicate with it. They neither accept messages from it, nor send messages to it.
A request wave would never be propagated to such a cell; and even if it mistakenly felt
that one was, its neighbors would refuse to forward it to the cell. This is among the
most satisfactory of the defect tolerance schemes.
The primary disadvantage of wave allocation is that it is relatively slow because
it involves sending many messages through the network. Deciding whether or not to
use wave allocation is a tradeoff between time spent during construction of storage arid
time spent on the activity of the active data structure.
There are many other algorithms for storage allocation, For example, there are
parallel versions of the free list method which use a tree of free cells. There are also
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hybrid methods which combine waves and random allocation, free list and numbering,
etc. Which method to use will depend on the relative importance of factors like speed,
locality, and defect tolerance, and on the statistical distribution of customers and free
cells in the network.
6.5 Block Allocation
In the storage allocation algorithm so far we have dealt only with allocating single
cells. For some data structures, for example, arrays, induced trees, and butterflies, it
is necessary to have a contiguous segment of address space containing some number
of cells. The algorithm described in this section is capable of allocating many such
blocks concurrently, assuming that they are all of the same size. For the purpose of
this algorithm we will assume that the free storage contains the desirable number of
blocks of contiguous free cells of the proper size. If this is not the case, then we may
wish to rearrange the storage with compaction operation such as the one described in
Section 6.7.
The idea is first to label every free cell with the number of contiguous free cells
above, including itself. Let us assume that we are trying to allocate blocks of size k.
Notice that every contiguous block of this size must have exactly one cell whose address
is an exact multiple of k. We will call this cell the representative of the block. The first
phase of the algorithm will result in the identification of all representatives of blocks of
size k. The second phase of the algorithm involves linking these representatives with
the customers. This second phase can be accomplished by either waves or rendezvous
techniques, mentioned above. Only identifying the representatives is unique to block
allocation,
The potential candidates for representatives are all cells whose addresses are "0"
modulo k. All of the candidates that are not free cells themselves can be eliminated
immediately from consideration since they are obviously not a part of a free block of
size k. We will calculate for each of the remaining candidates two numbers. The first
number says how many contiguous free cells there are directly below the candidate in
address space. The second number says how many contiguous cells there are directly
above it. If the sum of these two numbers is greater than or equal to kc, we know that
the candidate is indeed the representative of a block of the desired size.
The calculations of the lengths of the upward and downward contiguous blocks
are carried out by similar methods. We will consider here the calculation of only the
upward block size. At the beginning of the algorithm we label each free cell with a "1"
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and each non-free cell with a "0." For the first transmission step each cell sends its label
to the cell whose address is one less than its own. If the cell that receives the message
has a label of "0," that is, a label less than "1," it will ignore the message. Otherwise,
it will add the number in the message to its own label. On the next transmission step
of the algorithm each cell sends its label to the cell whose address is two less than its
own. If the receiving cell has a label which is less than "2," then it ignores the message.
Otherwise, it adds it to its own label. Next each cell sends its label to the cell whose
address is four less than its own. And if the cell's label is less than "4," it ignores the
message. This process repeats with each cell sending to the cell whose address is 2'
less than its own on the i-th transmission step, and each cell ignoring the message if its
own label is less than 2', otherwise, adding it to its own label. The process terminates
when i is equal to the number of bits in the address of the machine. At this point, each
cell will have a label indicating how many contiguous free cells are directly above it in
the address space.
This information may be used to choose a set of representatives. We will choose as
a representative every cell whose label is an exact multiple of the desired block size k.
This cell will represent the contiguous block of k cells starting with itself and moving
upwards in the address space. Since the label of each representative is a multiple of
k, these blocks will not overlap. The representatives may then participate on behalf
of their block in storage allocation in the same way that free cells participate in non-
blocked storage allocation.
6.6 Garbage Collection
Up until this point we have assumed that all free storage cells are marked as such.
The process of identifying and marking free storage is called garbage collection. (Oc-
casionally a computer scientist will get nervous about writing a paper or working on
a proposal having to do with garbage collection. In cases like this, the phrase storage
reclamation tends to be used. It means the same thing.) Garbage collection can be and
is done by ordinary serial machines. it is much faster and simpler on the Connection
Machine. Deciding which ceils are free is generally accomplished by eliminating all the
cells that are used. A cell is used if it can be reached by following a chain of pointers
from the host. There are basically three popular forms of garbage collection: reference
counting, mark/sweep, and copying. All three have their corresponding algorithms on
the Connection Machine.
The simplest form of garbage collection is reference counting. In a reference counting
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scheme, each cell keeps a count of the number of cells that are pointing to it. If this
count ever goes to "0," then the cell is unused and becomes free. Reference counting
is easy on the Connection Machine if a backpointer is stored for every pointer. If this
convention is followed then wherever there are pointers from a cell, there are pointers
to it. A cell is free if and only if it contains no pointers. While this is simple in practice,
consistently maintaining this discipline of always storing backpointers is cumbersome.
It also needs to be complicated if the implied pointers of induced structures are taken
into account. Besides being cumbersome, reference counting garbage collection has a
fatal flaw. It is possible to build circular structures which point to themselves and yet
are pointed to by nothing else. The simplest case of this is a cell which simply points
to itself. In a strict reference counting scheme these structures are never identified as
free storage.
Perhaps the most popular garbage collection scheme is called mark/sweep. This is
a two-phase algorithm. The first phase marks all used storage and the second links
together all unused storage into a free list. Depending on which storage allocation
scheme we are using, we may be interested in both phases of this algorithm or only the
first. The mark phase is essentially a marker propagation starting at known objects and
following all possible pointers. For the purpose of describing this and other garbage
collection algorithms, we will assume, without loss of generality, that there is only one
"known" object, a master data structure that includes pointers to all others. Such a
master structure is often called the "oblist" in Lisp implementations. It is important
that this oblist contains pointers to all useful storage except the free list, and that it does
not contain a pointer to the free list. Anything not pointed to directly or indirectly by
the oblist will be considered unused "garbage." The mark phase of garbage collection
works as follows. A mark is placed on the oblist. All marked cells then send messages
to mark each of the objects to which they point. This step is repeated until no new cells
are marked, at which point the mark phase is completed and all unmarked cells may be
considered free storage. Notice that it is difficult for this algorithm to follow implied
pointers within induced structures. For this reason, induced structures are generally
sewn together with a tree of pointers when they are created. These pointers serve no
Sexcept to mark the structure against garbage collection.
If it is desirable to form a free list of the unmarked cells, this can be accomplished
by using the induced tree on all the elements to form free cells into a linked list. Every
unmarked cell sends its address up toward the root of the tree. If a cell receives two
pointers, it sends the pointer from the left branch to the cell pointed to by the right
branch. Then it sends the pointer from the right branch up the tree. if a cell receives
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only one pointer, it sends it up the tree. A cell may determine that it is to receive only
one pointer either by depending on the balance of the tree or by using a "no-pointer"
message initiated by the marked cells and propagated by any cell receiving two "no-
pointers." Each time an unmarked cell receives a pointer as a message it stores it,
establishing a link to that cell. This process of sending upwards and linking is repeated
until the root node sends up a pointer, in which case that is the pointer to a linked list
of all of the free cells.
The mark phase of this garbage collection algorithm takes place in time proportional
to the maximum depth of any structure pointed to by the oblist. If all the structures
form a reasonably well-balanced tree, then the maximum depth will be on the order of
the number of address bits in the machine, or less if much of the storage is unused,
6.7 Compaction
The mark/sweep garbage collector rearranges connections only among the free cells;
it leaves existing structures intact. It is sometimes desirable to rearrange existing
structures either to shorten communication distances or to create large contiguous
blocks of storage. This can be achieved, for example, by moving all data structures
into a contiguous block at the beginning of memory and leaving the entire upper portion
of the address space full of free cells. A garbage collector which accomplishes this is
called a compacting garbage collector. The particular variant which we will describe is
called "stop and copy" [Minsky].
Any compacting garbage collector must perform two tasks. First, it must move
existing structures into a contiguous area of memory. And, second, it must update
pointers between existing structures so that they point to the structure's new location.
The second task is generally harder than the first. Before describing how the com-
pacting garbage collection algorithm works, we will digress and describe an important
subroutine, namely finding the minimal spanning tree of a graph.
Any graph will have a subgraph without cycles which includes all of its vertices.
This acyclic graph is called a "spanning tree." It is not difficult to find some spanning
tree within a graph. It is more difficult, and often impossible, to find a balanced
spanning tree, particularly if we insist on finding the tree rooted at a particular vertex.
The algorithm below finds such a balanced tree if one exists. in any case, it will find
a spanning tree of minimal depth, that is, with minimal distance from the root to the
farthest leaf. It works by building up a tree from the root and repeatedly adding all
connecting edges that do not form cycles.
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Given a graph G and a root vertex v, we wish to find an acyclic subgraph T of
G, connecting all vertices of G, such that the maximum distance of any node in T
to v is minimized. We will begin initially with the set of vertices of T, VT, initially
containing only {V}, and the set of edges ET, equal to 4. We begin by marking every
edge connecting to a vertex in VT. For every vertex not in VT, if it connects to one or
more marked edges, we will add the vertex to VT, and choose one of the marked edges
to add to VE. This process is repeated until all the vertices of G are in VT.
As long as G is connected, the execution of the algorithm above clearly yields a
subgraph of G that connects all of the vertices. It will contain no cycles because
adding a new vertex to a graph and a single edge connecting that vertex can never
create a cycle. And this is the only way that the algorithm adds edges. We can prove
that it is of minimum depth by contradiction. Assume that there is some sequence of
edges E that connects vertex v, to the root vertex v in fewer steps than it is connected
in T. Then there must be some edge e in E, but not in T, that connects directly
between a vertex, yE, of distance D from v and T, and a vertex, vE, at a distance
greater than D + 1. If this were not the case, then the path from the root to T would
be as short as E. But, any such edge would have to be marked on the deep step of the
algorithm, and would be part of T unless VE was already in T, or there was another
edge added adjoining VE. In either case, UE would be connected in T at a distance not
greater than D + 1, which is a contradiction. Therefore, no vertex is farther from v in
T than it is in any other subgraph of G, including C itself.
The simplest way to compact the data is to label each cell with the number of free
cells that have a smaller address than it does. This can be accomplished in logarithmic
time by a variant of the counting algorithm. Once all cells are labeled in this manner,
the label can serve as an offset. Each cell calculates its new address by subtracting the
label from its current address. Each cell then copies itself by sending messages to the
new address and leaves behind a forwarding pointer (we are assuming here that there is
enough working storage within a cell to do this). The forwarding pointer is used for the
pointer updating process. This is accomplished by each cell sending a message to every
cell that it points to asking for the forwarding address, These fcrwarding addresses are
used to replace the pointers to the old objects. Once this process is complete, the old
objects no longer need to store the forwarding addresses. Notice that this method of
compaction leaves contiguous blocks of storage contiguous.
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Figure 6.2: Data structures may exchange positions in order to shorten communications
distances
6.8 Swapping
Data structures that have been compacted in the lower portion of address space exhibit
better locality than those that have not, but they still may be far from optimal. If
backpointer structures are kept, that is, if a cell points to all cells that point to it, then
a cell may move itself as long as it informs its acquaintances where it is moving. This
allows two cells to exchange places to optimize locality. This process is called swapping.
To decide when to swap a cell communicates with each of its immediate physical
neighbors. They exchange information about which direction, if any, they would like
to move and on this basis decide whether it would be to their mutual benefit to swap
places. In general, a cell would like to move in a particular direction if it would
shorten its average communication time. How this is measured depends on the details
of the communications network. On a boolean n-cube network, for example, a good
approximate measure of communication difficulty for a cell would be the sum of the
Hamming distances between all of the pointers, i.e., contains its own address. The cell
would like to move, that is, change its address, in a direction that will decrease that
number. A simple situation in which it is Lo the benefit of both cells to swap is shown
on the left side of Figure 6.2.
If cells swap only when it is to their mutual benefit, then the optimization process
will quickly get stuck at a local optimum. Figure 6.2 shows (on the right) such a stuck
case where the middle cell is happy where it is and refuses to budge. This prevents
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the cells on either side from exchanging places. There are several possible solutions to
this problem. One of the most elegant is called simulated annealing [Kirkpatrick]. In
simulated annealing we sometimes swap two cells even when it is not to their mutual
benefit. The probability of making such an exchange is a decreasing function of time.
This gradual reduction of randomness to find the optimal network is analogous to grad-
ually reducing the heat while growing a crystal, hence the name "simulated annealing."
In fact, the analogy can be made precise by the following formula:
P(A E) =
Here P is the probability of making a non-optimal exchange, T is the simulated
temperature, K is the Boltzman constant, and AE is a measure of the cost of the
change. This method of simulating annealing is known as the Metropolis Algorithm
[Metropolis, 1953]. To really do it right, we should make only one change at a time,
since the AE terms are not strictly local.
Another, more practical, approach is to move only some subset of the cells at a time
and to choose the subsets such that no connected cells are in the same subsets. Such
a collection of subsets is called a coloring of the graph of connected cells, and good
heuristics exist for generating good colorings, many of which are suitable for parallel
implementation.
Swapping to optimize locality cannot conveniently be done concurrently with other
computations. It is best done while nothing else is going on. Since it performs an
optional optimization, perhaps the best time to do it is while the machine is otherwise
idle. This allows the machine to dream usefully while the user decides what question
to ask next.
6.9 Virtual Cells
Up until this point we have assumed that there are enough cells in the Connection
Machine to hold the entire problem. Of course, there will always be problems too big
to hold on a physical machine. This problem comes up in conventional computers with
the size of memory. The memory problem has been alleviated to some extent through
the use of virtual memory which allows programs to be written as if physical memory
is much larger than it is. This is accomplished by actually storing the data in some
secondary storage device and bringing it into memory only when it is actually used.
Can a similar technique be used to provide virtual cello on the Connection Machine?
The biggest technical obstacle in building a virtual Connection Machine is doing
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something sensible when a real cell sends a message to a virtual cell which has been
"swapped out" into secondary storage. There are essentially two ways to deal with this
problem. One is to bring the cell back into physical address space. The other is to save
the message.
6.10 Bibliographic Notes for Chapter 6
For a discussion of simulated annealing see [Kirkpatrick, 1983] and [White, 1984) (a de-
tailed practical analysis). The Metropolis Criterion comes from [Metropolis, 1953]. The
enumeration consing algorithms are based on those given in [Christman, 1983]. Tom
Knight first suggested the swapping method of optimizing storage in the Connection
Machine.
The classic works in fault tolerance are [Moore, 1956] and [von Neumann, 1956].
For a discussion of error correcting codes see [Peterson, 1961] and [JBobrow, 1974]. For
a specific analysis of fault tolerance and two-dimensional grids see [Manning, 1975].
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Chapter 7
New Computer Architectures and Their
Relationship to Physics; or, Why
Computer Science is No Good
"It is therefore quite possible that we are not too far from the limits which
can be achieved in artificial automata without really fundamental insights
into a theory information, although one should be very careful with such
statements because they can sound awfully silly in five years."
- John von Neumann, 1949
Will we ever have a model of computation that is as powerful and beautiful as
our models of physics? In this final chapter I argue that the development of such a
model will be the direct consequence of the development of a new wave of computer
architectures like the Connection Machine. The chapter is divided into three parts.
The first points out that computer science is missing many of the qualities that make
the laws of physics so powerful: locality, symmetry, invariance of scale. This is why
physics is so nice and computer science is not. The second section gives an example
of physics-like laws that occur in a Connection Machine. The final section gives some
reasons for expecting more of this convergence of physical and computational law in
the future.
Why Computer Science is No Good
In the past, computer scientists have found it convenient and productive to adopt a
model of the computational universe that was very different from our models of the
physical universe. This is changing. As we build bigger computers out of smaller
components, our models of computation are forced to change. There is reason to hope
that our new models for specific systems will be similar to the models of physics.
A computer designer is constrained by mundane problems that have no counterparts
in the theoretical models of computer science: the size of connectors, the cost and
availability of components, the mechanical layout of the system. Recently these factors
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have dictated a dramatic change in the way we design computers. Things don't look
the same. Wires cost more than gates, software costs more than memory, and the air
conditioner takes up more room than the computer. Our current models of computation
are inadequate for designing or even describing our new architectures. An abstract
model is powerful only when it allows us to pay attention to certain aspects of a
situation while ignoring others. Our current models seem to emphasize the wrong
details.
The areas where computational models are weak are often the areas where they
differ from physical models. In physics, for example, many fundamental quantities are
conserved, whereas in our old models of computation data can be created or destroyed
at no cost. This is a difference and a weak point. The big air conditioner sitting
next to the small computer is testimony to this fact. Other differences in physical and
computational models also seem to cause problems. We will point to only one sort of
difference here, the difference in locality, although similar arguments could be made for
symmetry, linearity, or continuity.
In the physical universe the effect that one event has upon another tends to decrease
with the distance in time or in space between them. This allows us to study the
motions of the Jovian moons without taking into account the motion of Mercury. It
is fundamental to the twin concepts of object and action. Locality of action shows
itself in the finite speed of light, in the inverse square law of fields, and in macroscopic
statistical effects like rates of reaction and the speed of sound. In computation, or at
least in our old models of computation, an arbitrarily small event can, and often does,
cause an arbitrarily large effect. A tiny program can clear all of memory. A single
instruction can stop the machine. In computation there is no analog of distance. One
memory location is as easily influenced as another.
Fundamental to our old conception of computation was the idealized connection,
the wire. A wire, as we once imagined it, was a marvelous thing. You put in data at
one end and simultaneously they appear at any number of useful places throughout the
machine. Wires are cheap, take up little room, and do not dissipate any power.
Lately, we have become less enamored of wires. As switching components become
smaller and less expensive, we begin to notice that most of our costs are in wires, most
of our space is filled with wires, and most of our time is spent transmitting from one
end of the wire to the other. We are discovering that it previously appeared as if we
could connect a wire to as many places as we wanted, only because we did not yet
want to connect to very many places. We have been forced to notice that we cannot
measure a signal without disturbing it; for example, we must drive a wire with power
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proportional to the number of inputs that sense it. Of course we knew this before, but
the fact seems more significant when the number in question is ten million instead of
just ten. Also, real wires take up room. Since we are building in mere three-dimensional
space, it is impractical to connect components arbitrarily. When we were wiring up a
few hundred vacuum tubes this was not a problem, but today we need to wire together
hundreds of millions of components and we need to do it in a smaller space. Most of
the wires must be short. There is no room for anything else. (There are also similar
problems with memory locations, which are just wires turned sideways in time.)
Our models of computation do not offer much help in solving the problem. Until
recently, they abstracted the wire away into a costless and volumeless idealized connec-
tion. Our old models impose no locality of connection, even though the real world does.
This is a prime example of where our old models break down. In classical computation
the wire is not even considered. In current engineering it may be the most important
thing. Something is wrong with the theory.
7.1 Connection Machine Physics
Consider a Connection Machine with a two-dimensional communications network, as
illustrated in Figure 7.1. A message is addressed to the appropriate cell by specifying
the relative displacement in the grid of the recipient from the sender (example: up
two and over five). This does not specify the route the message is to take, just its
destination. The sender mails a message by handing it to a neighbor, and the neighbor
decides on the basis of the address which way to send the message next. If the y-
displacement is positive, it will go up. If the i-displacement is negative, it will go left.
The neighbor modifies the address by incrementing or decrementing it appropriately, so
that when the message reaches its intended destination both displacements will be zero.
For example, a communicator receiving a message addressed "two up and five over"
can change it to "one up and five over" and send the message to the communicator
above.
Delivering messages takes time, so the distance between communicating cells is
important. The metric is not the same as in euclidean space, because there are no
diagonals. The taxicab metric (A x±Ay) is closer, but even this needs some refinement.
The problem is that each cell has only a finite number of states, so it can only handle a
few messages at one time. Messages may need to sidestep congestion. It is no problem
to design local routing algorithms that will accomplish this, but the effective distance
between two objects is increased. We need a metric that takes this into account.
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Figure 7.1: A message moving toward its destination in a two-dimensional communi-
cations network
We define the distance between two points as the average communication time
between them. In an empty cellular space this is the same as the taxicab metric. The
presence of an an intervening object distorts the metric because messages must flow
around it. The curvature of the optimum message paths (geodesics) increases with the
density of objects, The farther away the objects, the less the effect, so there is a local
distortion in the metric proportional to the density of objects,
This distortion is not quite the same as physical gravity, and we will not suggest that
the causes of the two are similar, but it is interesting to find an effect in computation
that is so similar in form to one in physics.
Here is another one. Imagine that two cells are sitting next to each other in the
grid, Imagine that the left cell communicates mostly with cells off to the right and
the right cell communicates with cells to the left. It would be advantageous (in the
sense of minimizing communication time) if the cells were to exchange places, bringing
each of them nearer to the cells with which they communicate. The hardware of the
cell cannot move, but two cells can exchange all internal state. The effect is the same.
The computation object that was in the right cell moves to the left cell, and vice versa.
(Interested parties must be informed of the change of address, but this turns out to be
easy on the Connection Machine.)
By this mechanism, with some refinements, the hardware of the machine causes
each cell to migrate in the direction in which it sends most of its messages, Groups of
intercommunicating cells will tend to cluster. In such a system paths of communication
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act like attractive forces which bind the cells together. On a larger scale the clusters
act like objects. They have strong internal forces and weaker interactions with other
objects. Communication between two clusters tends to pull them together. This motion
is a cumulative effect of the local behavior of the individual cells, but it can be analyzed
as a macro-force between two objects. There is no need to pay attention to the detailed
interactions of the individual cells.
We could give specific local rules that cause the macro-forces to behave like F = Ma,
but that would miss the point. The point is not that this is a good model of physics (it
isn't), but that the laws that describe its behavior will be similar in form to physical
laws. Remember that the purpose of the machine has nothing to do with physics. It
was designed the way it was for good, hard engineering reasons: the cost of connectors,
the need to dissipate heat, the volume of wires. Any similarity to physics, living or
dead, is purely unintentional; but not coincidental.
7.2 New Hope for a Science of Computation
Progress in physics comes by taking things apart; in computation, by putting things
together. We might have had an analytic science of computation, but as it worked out
we learned more from putting together thermostats and computers than we did from
taking apart monkey brains and frog eyes. The science of computation, such as it is,
is synthetic.
The respective models of physics and computation reflect the difference in approach.
For example, in classical physics most quantities are continuous. As physicists probe
deeper into lower and more fundamental levels of reality, things begin to look discrete.
The physicist of yesterday measured. The physicist of today counts. In computation
things are reversed. We have begun in the other direction and, because we have begun
only recently, we have not gone far. This is one of the reasons that computer science
seems to be "no good": we have not gotten beyond counting. Knowing the lowest level
rules is good, but it is in no way sufficient. Quantum chromodynamics is not much use
in designing bridges. Computer science is not much use in designing computers.
I am not discouraged. While physics is looking down into lower and lower levels,
computer science is looking up. It is looking up because systems are becoming large
enough to exhibit the kind of simple, continuous behavior that we are accustomed to
in everyday physics, large enough that the behavior of the system can no longer be
dominated by the behavior of any single component. There is beginning to be a forest
to see through the trees.
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There are two sorts of things that could be called computational models, and I would
like to make clear which one I am talking about. By "computational model" we could
mean a model of all possible computational worlds. There have been a few important
steps toward such a meta-computational theory (theories of servomechanisms, Turing
computability, information theory), but so far a complete and coherent model is still
beyond sight. The second sense of "computational model" is a model of a particular
computational system. Physics may be such a model. Physical law does not need to
describe what might happen in any possible universe, just this one. In computation
the distinction is more important because we design our own worlds. The Connection
Machine is an example of such a world.
We see no way to predict the development of a generalized theory of computation,
but we do see reasons to expect good, clean, useful models of specific computational
systems - models that will look like physics. The first reason is that physical law itself
seems to be such a model. If the universe is a computing machine, then we know that
at least some computing machines have elegant laws. This view of the universe is well
represented elsewhere jLandauer, 1967], [Toffoli, 1977], jWolfram, 1984], and we will
not dwell upon it.
The second reason for believing in physical/computational model convergence is
more profound, and therefore more likely to be wrong. Both sciences study large
systems of weakly interacting components. Such systems, with local rules of interaction,
often seem to have simple macro laws. This may be due to some "Law of Large Systems"
corresponding to the statistical "Law of Large Numbers." The statistical law says that
the sum of many random variables always has a simple gaussian distribution, whatever
the distributions of the variables. A sum represents less information than its addends,
and the gaussian distribution has minimum information. In the same way, when we
add together the individual behaviors of components we lose information. Only the
simple linear properties show through. Classical physics is simple because only simple
additive properties, like momentum, remain visible at the macro scale.
The final reason for expecting physics-Like behavior in computational systems is
that all of our computing machines must be implemented in the physical world. As
our components become smaller and more efficient, they must inherit some of the
constraints of the physical laws. Machines will have three-dimensional connectivity
because space is three-dimensional, They will have limited propagation rates because
space has a finite speed of light. As less is wasted between function and implementation,
the physics begins to show through.
These conjectures will be tested because in the future we will be building even larger
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computing machines out of even smaller components. Perhaps we will grow crystals
with each lattice site pointing to a processor. What will computation look like with
a mole of processors? Much like physics, I think. When this happens, we can look
forward to new models of computation, models that may inherit some of the power and
the beauty of physical law.
7.3 Bibliographic Notes for Chapter 7
The text of this chapter was adapted from [Hillis, 1982). It appears in one of three spe-
cial volumes of the International Journal of Theoretical Physics that deal with physics
and computation. Most of the papers in these volumes are related to the subjects dis-
cussed in this chapter and the complementary subject of using computational models
to describe physics, as in (Landauer, 19671 and (Toffoli, 1977]. The von Neumann quote
is from [von Neumann, 1949].
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